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[EDITORIAL]
LET'S HAVE LESS PUSSYFOOTING
By The Roving Reporter

WERE TENDERED ABANQUET
Independent Blueberry Growers and
Shippers Guests Of Al. Nagelberg
About 100 blueberry growers and that had been rendered the grow
shippers ol Knox County were ers and himself by Grevis Payson's
tendered a banquet by Al Nagelberg trucks and drivers.
Oeorge Payson addressed the
of New York at East Union Orange
group by giving a history of his
hall Friday night. Members of business associations with Mr.
East Union Orange arranged and Nagelberg and extending his appre
served the banquet.
ciation to the growers for their
After everyone had Indulged to crate and basket patronage. Many
hls heart's content in the culinary of the shippers entered into the
niceties, he gave his attention to > open discussion which followed and
the business meeting which followed.. it was universally stated that their
The business session was presided business dealings with Mr. Nagelover by Mr. Nagelberg and George berg and the Mr. Paysons had been
Payson.
highly satisfactory. Warren Rey
Mr. Nagelberg who is head of nolds was given hearty applause
one of the most reputable commis- for his courteous and untiring ser
sion houses ln New York, made ! vice as local collector of shipments
some fine suggestions to the ship ' and deliverer of crates.
pera in regard to certain improve
In behalf of the growers, Thomas
ments that oould be made in the Winston thanked Mr. Nagelberg
packing of their berries During for the banquet and Miller Hobbs
his talk he also touched upon many , immediately suggested a rising vote
other angles of the blueberry busi- of thanks. Consensus of opinion
ness, never falling to show hls deep was that an enjoyable evening had
appreciation to the growers for the been spent.
Blueberry returns this year have
extensive shipments he has re
been very good, giving results
ceived from them this year.
He also mentioned the progres which have been most encouraging
sive methods of berry development go the growers. The outlook for
which the growers of this section next year seems to be promising.
are practicing. He pointed out the
A new sidewalk is being laid on
effectiveness of quick and depend
able transportation and highly North Main street, the work being
commended the reliable service done by a large WPA crew.
ANNOUNCEMENT

The Florence L. Molloy Dancing School
RE-OPENING SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
EAST ROOM. COMMUNITY BUILDING
Class Lessons, 50c; Private Lessons, Si. Baby Class at 3 P. M.
FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL 736-W
115-116

s
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We like the tone of ex-Oov. Percival P. Baxter's statement
published in the Portland Sunday Telegram decrying the
faint-heartedness which obsessed some Republicans after
reading the recent Oallup poll giving Wendell Willkie only
ten States. “Willkie will carry all before him in November,”
said Oovernor Baxter, "despite all the gloom of timid Repub
licans. And we find others who are inclined to criticize the
Republican nominee because he has been handling President
Roosevelt “without gloves” ln a region where red-bloodtd
men and women know what lt ls to fight with bare knuckles.
To get his message across Wendell Willkie has had to expose
the fallacies of the New Deal, and to talk the language which
the man in the street can understand. The modern dictator
who seeks to perpetuate himself through the medium of a
third term—and a fourth, for all we know, is a good man and
in many repects has proven to be a President whom we can
all admire, but he is not infallible, and he ls no Ood whom we
should discuss only in gentle whispers. He, and the coterie
which apparently has so much to say about governmental poli
cies, have made some grievous mlsplavs and with no contolling rein they are likely to run the Ship of State onto the
rocks—foreign as well as domestic. Mr. Willkie’s frankness
is needed in critical times like these, and some of his language
might perhaps be Improved in a beauty shop, but all this talk
about “criticising the President” is pure bunk. One trouble
about the Republican party is that lt has been pussyfooting
altogether too long. It's time to speak right out ln church, and
we hail a fearless champion like this man Wlllkie.
FATHER COUGHLIN YIELDS

Father Coughlin's radio talks were scheduled to be re
sumed Oct. 20, but the Detroit priest says the plan has been
abandoned—that "men powerful in the field of radio and
other activities have forced the decision on me.” Perhaps
better for all concerned. Father Coughlin has a powerful
personality and his talks have influenced millions. Whether
ultra-radicalism has made that Influence a wholesome one is
a matter which has caused much debate.
NO INDISPENSABLE MAN

< Portland Sunday Telegram)
Said one-time Brain Truster Raymond Moley last week
ln Chicago:
"We need to be on guard against the seductive word
'leader.' Translated into certain European languages, it has
a fearful connotation.
"What this country needs is a good, honest, industrious,
competent hired man—a hired man who, after a few years,
is not likely to think he owns the establishment."
The name of the "good, honest, industrious, competent
hired man," of course, is Wendell L. Willkie. That Willkie
will be elected was the contention of another speaker last
week, U. 8. Representative Ralph O Brewster of Maine, who
was recently elected to the Senate.
Mr. Brewster, keynote speaker at the opening ol the Con
necticut Republican State convention ln New Haven Tuesday
night, based hls prediction of the election of Wlllkie ln No
vember on the old adage of "As Maine goes, so goes the
Nation*'—au adage which is more applicable this year, by the
way, than certain of the political analysts may care to admit.
Not since 1860, Mr. Brewster reminded his audience, has
Maine’s Republican vote passed 56 percent without forecast
ing a Republican National victory; and this year, he pointed
out. Republicans polled more than 58 percent of the State's
vote.
"The most significant fact in the recent Maine election,”
it seemed to Maine’s Senator-elect, "was the "stay-at-home”
vote cast by thousands of old-line Democrats. The most
probable explanation seems their refusal to indorse a third
term, with which the candidacy of my opponent was very
definitely tied up. There was also a good deal of bitterness
among many old-line Democrats at the treatment accorded
Jim Farley at Chicago. Service men also resented the
cavalier fashion ln which Paul V. McNutt was pushed aside.
Opposition to the third term most emphatically does not
mean unwillingness to abandon old ways ln order to try some
thing new; returning the New Deal to power for a third term
would not be progress, but the most slavish sort of reaction.
Thus, at any rate, we can interpret Maine's 58 percent
Republican vote, which was, to a very large extent, a vote
against the New Deal Thus, also, we can interpret the
• stay-at-home” vote of the old-line Democrats of Maine, the
Party regulars who could not bring themselves to support the
New Deal for a third time.
“We need to be on guard against the seductive word
'leader.'"
Maine, at any rate, demonstrated how thoroughly its citi
zens are on guard. And as Maine went, this time, we are in
creasingly confident the Nation will go in November.
"There ls no indispensable man,” said the late Woodrow
Wilson. There never was an Indispensable man In the history
of this Republic. Nor Is there such a man ln office ln America
today.
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MUNSINGWEAR

Comfort with every move you make. Freedom in
action. Warmth with absorption. Coverage without weight! There’s not a button, snap, twist or
bunch in the protective SKIT-Longies . . . with special mild supporter feature. Or, in the SKITWinger shirt of the same soft yarn ... with bottom
cut to conform. But there is that extra ease and
freedom you’ve been looking for. And, the famous
“fit that lasts” plus a lot of good long wear!

GREGORY'S
i

■

416 MAIN ST.

TEL. 294
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This year will mark the 13th an
nual observance, and the occasion
also signals the 21st birthday of the
' National Federation of Business
and Professional Women’s Clubs.
Their place in the business and
civic life of community, State, and
Nation recognized, business and
professional women of Maine and
elsewhere have adopted as their
theme: "Business Women In a
Democracy—Vote."
From the effort of the business
and professional women to main
tain their own status has grown an
acknowledgment of the contribu
tion they have made and will con
tinue to make as citizens and lead
ers.
It is therefore our opportunity
to give merited recognition to the
part women are today playing in all
fields of endeavor within our bor
ders and beyond, a birthday occa
sion which marks the rapid growth
in membership and accomplishment
of the National Federation of
Business and Professional Women's
Clubs.
Lewis O. Barrows
Oovernor
Sept. 20,

A recent inquiry in this column
(Concerning Hamlin block Interested
many persons at the Southend
where the building was located.
J. A. (Allie) Burpee, whose keen
memory goes bark over a long
period of years, recalls that a Mr.
Hamlin once conducted a grocery
store there and that the block still
stands on Main street as a double
tenement. The first school Mr.
Burpee ever attended was held
within Its walls, and his teacher
was a Miss Lawry.
Rocklands’ Coat Artillerymen entraining at the Maine Central Station, Sept. 23, 1940.

Oh! for a bleacher seat at to
day's American Legion parade Four
hundred bands! And I love a pa
rade.

Stilts are coming back into
fashion in some localities, provid
ing possibilities of "spills'' until the
art is acquired. If stilts had feet
the toenails would probably be
painted red.

At Verne Batteese's store ln Dam
ariscotta the other day a 40-pound
salmon was the center of attraction,
and with It went this interesting
native story:
"Richard Fossett saw^the big fish
in a pool in Pemaquid River below
Poole's saw mill. It was stranded
and Mr. Fossett tried to save Its
life but it was too late. A large
school of salmon has been playing
at Uie mouth of the Pemaquid River
a long time. Curiosity was stirred
by the sight of this monster. Opin
ions differed. One man who has
caught salmon at Bangor pool said
it was a sea salmon. Another who
j had taken sea salmon, said lt wasn't.
| Most thought it was landlocked
j t hat liad escaped from Biscay
1-ike. If so it broke very badly tha
22-pound record. Finally it was
’ identified as a Chinook. How did a
Pari of the big crowd which said good-bye to the Arlillerymen. Ex-Mayor Philip Howard, Spanish War j Chinook get into Damariscotta
veteran, in center of group.
j river? Easy. Twenty-Six years ago

the government sent a trainload—
three cars—of Chinook fry to Dam
ariscotta Mills, A million and a
quarter Chinook fingerlings were
liberated. Years passed. Some in
definite stories have been told
about schools of Chinook, but the
40 inch. 40-pound fellow is the first
one taken from the river.”

Liston P Evans of Dover-Fox
croft recalls that Arthur J. Man
sell, a painter, who had quit the
sea, although hls father was a seacaptain, once told him an Incident
Mr Evans never has forgotten. He
is quoted:
“One of the crew of the vessel he
was on had typhoid fever. It was
in the days when a fever patient
was not permitted to have cold
water and this man had begged in
vain for it. Members of the crew
took turns in 'sitting up' with him
and when it came Arthur's turn,
the ship's doctor had said the man
couldn't live through the night. All
the time he was begging for water
and Arthur decided Uiat lf he was
to die he should die happy and gave
him all he wanted. He was much
better In the morning and the doc
Battery F joins the contingent at Thomaston.
tor marveled at the wonderful et.
Knox County soldiers rode away , lng of the Spring street siren. Two to entertain the other units. He feet hls medicine had. I do not re
to a peacetime battlefront yester- of the “red wagons" were drawn was Joined in duets by Roger Perry call that Arthur told him what had
day morning, and while there is »P st the foot of the street and and there were quartets, duos, har saved the man's life, but he should
have lf he didn't.”
perhaps little likelihood that any 1 the firemen assembled around monica solos that were Joined by
of them will see hostilities during them added to the vociferous ap- the whole unit, music vibrating the
At the Malfle Central station the
«. one-ye.r »nM .» MM, M
J?" walls. The popular "Roll Out the other afternoon the conductor
tlllerymen. be lt known, have long
have enlisted, it was a half-tearful
Barrel" and "Ood Bless America" shouted "All aboard!" and a young
crowd which assembled on the rail been close neighbors, and the best were the favorites, and the stirring man, grip ln hand, leaped for the
road platform in Rockland and of feeling has always existed be strains of "The Star Spangled car platform, fearful, perhaps that
Thomaston and said their good tween them.
I Banner" closed the programs in the train would pull out and leave
Sweethearts relatives and friends both parties.
byes and God-speeds.
him. And then from the spectators
crowded close to the cars ln which
Not a few ln that large gatherJudge E. W. Pike, Past Exalted in a chorus, came the cry: "What
Rev. C. Ross Emrlck will be the
the soldiers were soon seated, and
evangelist at the Ohurch of the lnK recalled the dajs when cheer
exchanges of sentiment Ruler, spoke briefly, welcoming the about your wife?" And the young
ing crowds watched the departure '
i —sober advice and affectionate boys, and response was made by man who had Just been married to
Nazarene, Sept. 22-Oct. 6. He comes
of the World War contingents, facCapt. William R. Hoffses, Capt. a Young woman flushed the color
...
i messages—such as are eminently
to Rockland from Flint, Mich., ing service with
Overseas contlng- i
B
J Charles G Hewett and First Lieut. of a scarlet heat. And the train
.
.j a _
v. smaller group i fitting
on such .occasions.
The
where he has been preaching this ents.
And
much
. .
. ,
.
Warren O. Feyler, who expessed had both aboard when it started.
. . .. ,
on picture was one which will ever be
had
stirring
recollections
of
an1
....
.
,
,,
.
.
sincere thanks to the Elks and
Summer.
other fateful day when a Rockland
W"ers ’'^‘'',1^ who wit' other sponsors for a wonderful eve
Clara Overlock of Washington
Mr. Emrick has had some unusual National Ouard unit. Co. H. Tillson
those wno wlt ning that will long be remembered. asks: Who saw tile sun rise like a
experiences In his young life. He Light Infantry, entrained for the
the
ng
Emery Barbour was chef and Dali of fire Wednesday morning at
The long train puffed up over the
started hls college career at the Uni State Muster field in Augusta, nJ
the .
grade the locomotive whistles had an efficient kitchen crew and 6.25, and the beautiful rainbow in
Jri “P' tne
e
versity of Pittsburgh where hls flrst stop in what the soldiers fond- ,
r
echoed in the distance, and an- corps of waiters, 135 being served the west at the same time? At 7.30
ability ln sports earned him the ly hoped would be active service
during the evening.
it was raining thus. "Rainbow ln
position of guard on the basketball in the Spanish War, but which fate other memorable incident was ad
Contributors besides Individual , morning sailors take warning, rain
ded to Rockland s unwritten his
team. In hls sophomore year he decreed would land them at Chicka
members of the Elks were John bow at night sailors delight."
tory.
was chosen All American. Before mauga where death came to two
Our soldier boys and Thomaston's Bird Co., Perry's Markets. Rock
he fully tasted the fame of the sports members in the form of disease
One year ago: Edward Coombs
land Wholesale Oroeery Co.. Sea
soldier boys are in the Army now.
world he attended a revival service there contracted.
View Oarage. Superior Oas & Oil, of Waldoboro was injured when hts
where he was converted. He soon
Battery E and the Headquarters The Elks’ Tribute
Rubenstein's Antique Shop. R. W. car was in collision with a car oc
A happy climax to a week filled Davis & Son. A \St, P.. Sander's cupied by two Coast Guardsmen —
felt an Insistent call to preach the Battery assembled bright and early
gospel, so looked for a Christian at the Spring street armory yes- with much attention was the tur- Bakery. Johnson & Mink. Black & A night blooming cereus interested
college to attend. He went to terday morning whence they were key banquet given lu honor of the Gay. Glendenning's Market. Maine guests at the home of Miss Edna
Eastern Nazarene College in Wol-1 escorted to the Maine Central C.A.C. boys Sunday night at the | Fruit Co., B. & R. Express, St. Payson.—Lawrence Daily of Cam
laston, a suburb of Boston. During station by the Sons of American Elks home, sponsored by the Elks Clair & Allen. J. A. Jameson Co., den was elected president of the
hls course he was a popular and Legion Drum Corps and the Rock- with the generous co-operation of Senter Crane, E. <fe M., Chisholm Knox and Lincoln Basketball
Thomaston and Rockland mer Bros., Crockett's 5 & 10 cent Store, League—Oeorge S. Cunningham,
capable leader. He was coach there J land City Band.
for two years and president of the
The parade was a brief one, up chants and citizens. Battery F The Courier-Oazette. Fireproof principal of Rockport High School,
young people’s society and of hls spring street over Union to Lime- of Thomaston was served at 7.30, Oarage. Clark's Flower Shop. Mun was elected president of the Knox
graduating class. He received the rock, down Limerock to Main, and Headquarters and Battery E sey Auto Sales? Thorndike Hotel, County Teachers Association.—J. A.
Bachelor of Arts degree ln theology. thence to the railroad station via were served at 8.46.
Armata's Men’s Shop. Sea View Jameson was elected president of
It was an exceptionally good time Orill. and McDonald’s Drug Store, the Maine Loan and Building As
Myrtle street.
Their arrival opposite the foot for everybody, with Bates' Orches Linekin's Market, and Brackett's sociation.-Elvira Wood Haley, for
Work on the Spanish War Vol
unteers memorial at Lafayette Park of Spring street was the signal for tra contributing to the festivities Drug Store in Thomaston.
mer Rockland High School teacher,
• ♦ • •
is progressing rapidly, the boulder J a bedlam to break loose—bedlam by furnishing peppy music. Oeorge
died in Orland. Fla.—Harry M. Wi
The Press Herald this morning gin. formerly of South Thom^
having been set onto the foundation In the form of the ringing of thei Huntley of Battery F sang solos
last week.
| Are alarm and the continued sound- * for hls unit, and by request stayed
(Continued on Page Eight)
died in Los Angeles.

Evangelist Here

SKIT-Winger § SKIT-Longies

“The Black Cat”

cents.

[The Courier-Gazette is glad to comply with the
Mayor’s request, and will list the contributions as
rapidly as they are received. Brunswick and Bath
have acted most generously toward their Batteries,
and if we know Rockland rightly the soldiers who have
gone from this city will have no occasion to feel that
the citizens are indifferent or lacking in patriotic
spirit. Already steps have been taken to hold a bene
fit dance in the near future, and other events would
go a long way toward supplementing private subscrip
tions.^—Ed.]

I

“They’re In The Army Now”

Volume 95............ Number 115.

Associate Editor, FRANK A. WTNHLOW

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:
Members of the American Legion are sponsoring a
movement to fill the depleted me3s fund of Battery E.
As it is from this fund that the extras which go to make
the soldier's life a little happier are purchased, I feel
sure many of our citizens will wish to contribute.
In this connection, may I ask The Courier-Gazette
to act as custodian of contributions which may be for
warded to your office.
Edward R. Veazie, Mayor.
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If thou faint in the day of ad
versity, thy strength is small.—
Prov. 24: 10.

Book Review
•'Back O' the fountain" by Mar
garet Flint, Dodd, Mead & Com
pany.
In West Baldwin, Maine, Mar
garet Flint’s life differs from that of
her neighbors only in that she writes

Margaret Flint

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 24, 1940

Page Two

Congratulations To Evelyn

Official Figures

MT. KATAIIDIN MAP

At Castine Normal

City of Flint disappeared, and for
days not a word was heard from
Two poems. “Inheritance’’ and
captain ship or crew when finally
[“Maine Seaport’’ written by Miss
she was found to be in Nurmansk |
Elizabeth Sawyer, head of the Engand under German command. It j
I lish Department, are included in
was, however, in the first World
a recent anthology of poetry,
War that Captain Gainard’s prowess
' ‘ Poems About Maine," edited by
and adventures at sea started in
Sheldon Christian of Brunswick
real earnest. Just one month after
the Uni’ed States entered this war j
I and published by Henry Harrison
he was a member of the gun-crew on j
publishing house in New York.
the 6. S. Williehad. which sailed for ,
Orett F. Robinson, of Thomas
Europe with a cargo of dynamite, J
ton. head of the Science Depart
and was convoyed by a number of I
ment at E.S.N.S. for the past 12
U S. ships. If a sub had hit that
I years, has been transferred to the
ship there wouid have been little
! Aroostook State Normal School by
, ieft of convoy s ship and sub.
J Commissioner of Education BerLater this staunch officer w-as
tram E. Packard.
transferred to the President Lin
Miss Lois Robinson, '40. who is
coln (a cargo ship) used for trans
, teaching the grammar grades in
port, and the ship was sunk by a
1 Dark Harbor, spent the weekend
sub. Captain Oainard sailed the
| with Alice MacLeod, ’43, at Rich
many seas for over 20 years, touch
ardson Hall.
ing many ports in China, Northern
Curator Wendell S. Hadlock of
Europe ana South America, and he
the Robert Abbe Museum. Bar
ran the gamut of labor strikes and ,
Harbor, gave an address to the
all other troubles that come into
senior class in Maine History on
sea life and that right valiantly.
I the subject of “The Indians of
This detailed book is much more
| Maine” during the regular class
than the story of the •‘City of
period on Monday. The instrucFlint.” It is the story of brave men
I tor of the class is Orace S. Bow
and many ships and experiences of
den.
many men. as well as an autobi
Principal William D. Hall and
ography of a modern and courage
members
of his class in Principles
ous and heroic sea captain, well told
| of Education are visiting the rural
with photographic illustrations that
| schools in the vicinity of Castine
add much to the strength of a hu
for observation in connection with
man document worthy our great
the course.
navy and great country.
Evelyn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Perry of 42 Masonic street, celebrated her seventh birthday
Mrs. Margaret Ames of Brockton.
by being hostess to these friends: Bark row, Jane Perry. Sandra Perry: seated. Maralyn Dudley. Barbara Gold
K. S. F.
Mass., formerly of Rockland, is a
smith, Carolyn Chisholm. Evelyn Perry (hostess), Anne Ross. Marion Tracey, Betty Pendleton.
guest at the home of Principal Hall.
—IBlackinton Photo.
“Better Meals for Less Money." by
Mrs. Susan H. Nason, faculty ad
Hazel Young. Publishers, Little
viser of the Christian Association
Brown & Company, Boston.
entertained members of the CabThis is a guide to meals that are
satisfying to the stomach, pleasing

New and Handy Guide- Fur Those
Who Would Explore Maine's
Highest Hill

The newest and most complete
map of the region around Mt. Katahdin is that recently issued by
the Maine Appalachian Trail Club.
It is in two cdors and shows the
contours of tne country, which
makes it much more useful than

the average map. The area cov
ered is approximately 1,000 square
miles from Patten to Telos and
Rainbow Lakes, and from Matagamon Lake to Togue Ponds. The
size is 14 by 19 Inches, which al
lows for a scale of two miles to
the inch.
Not only are all the natural fea
tures shown, such as lakes, rivers,
mountains, etc., but 'also the roads,
trails and camps.
This map includes as an insert
a sketch map of the Katahdln
Trails which makes ’hat compli
cated system of pathways under
standable.
It can be procured for the nom
inal price of 60 cents from The
Appalachian Trail Conference, 901
i Union Trust Building, Washington,
I D. C.

inet of that eganization at her
new home on Pleasant Street Sun
day afternoon.
Grace Gross of Stonington has
been chosen as a member of the
Girls' Athletic Council.
Gertrude McKinney, a member
of the senior class, spent weekend
at her home in Lincolnville .
There are 260,000,000 Moslems in
Grace S. Bowden.
Director of Publicity. the world.

Unvarying Quality and Flavor

SALADA
TEA

A dim FORWARD PASS

Sewall’s Plurality Was

while they farm. She doesn’t claim
70.716—Other Contests
an artistic temperament and says
Being Tabulated
that if she ever had one, rearing
her six children thwarted it. Now,
The State’s tabulation of guber
after the completion of her fifth
natorial votes cast in Maine's Sept.
novel, which she calls “Back O' tne
Mountain,” Miss Flint no longer
9 election—completed by the elec
The football team of Rockland leaving himself open for the pass
fears that her material will run out.
tion division—showed Sumner SewHigh eked out a slim one-point vic- that was labled touchdown for
“Every human life," she says, ‘‘holds
all (R) of Bath had a margin of j tory over a thwarted Madison eleven Rockland making the score 6-6
a drama for the person who can
70.716 over his Democratic oppon Saturday by the score of 7 to 6. Small's drop kick for conversion
understand it." And what is more,
| ent, Fulton J Redman of Portland. During the last half Rockland was went squarely over the center of
she believes that people like to see
The tabulation figures, which continually staving off the Madison the uprights to break the deadlock
their lives accurately reproduced in
bore out the unofficial returns re offense beside its own 15-yard line and give Rockland the margin of
fiction. As long as friends save up
ported by the Associated Press elec with a great show of defense power. victory 7 to 6.
yarns to tell her after Grange meet
tion night, gave 162.719 votes to
In the first quarter neither team
In the second half Madison put
ings and at church suppers—she sel
Sewall. Senate President the past was able to get anywhere on the on an air circus that continually
dom misses one of the latter, her
two years, and 92.003 to Redman, offensive running attacks because kept Rockland in hot water as
favorite dish being bahed beans and
a lawyer.
of the saturated ground that made they were able to complete seven
brown bread—she will never lack
Helen E. Knudsen of Gray, the end-around plays a hazardous passes out of 12 attempts. They
the richness of detail that has char
Communist candidate for Governor, task. At the end of this quarter barely missed getting away for a
acterized her stories from the first.
was credited' with 325.
a bad kick set the boys in blue up touchdown by virtue of a forward
Novels by Margaret Flint include
Gov. Barrows and the Executive for their touchdown. Soon after the lateral in the first quarter. How
“The Old Ashburn Place," winner of
Council will canvass votes cast for beginning of the second period ever Rockland pulled out one of
the $10,000 Dodd. Mead Prize Com
United States Senator, three Con Madison put on a 37-yard push their guards to help put a stop to
petition, ‘‘Valley of Decision," "Dea
gressional seats and legislative and that ultimately ended with Haga- the Madison air threat, and kept
con's Road." "Breakneck Brook,”
county posts. Tabulation of those pean the Madison full back going their one point lead the rest of
and her new Maine story “Back
votes has not been completed said over from the one-foot line to give the game by the fine defensive
O' the Mountain," which has just
the visitors a 6 to 0 lead. The power of the line.
to the eye and easy on the pocket Deputy Secretary of State Goss.
been released.
try for the point after touchdown
For Rockland the play of Board‘Back O'the Mountain" is not full book Thus sa>'s Hazel Young, who
was blocked as Call. Small and man. A and E. Small and Pietroski
up with plav stories. It’s a little too i13 al>0 author of "The Working Girl A S
P/xef Qffirp
Cummings broke through to bat was outstanding. While for Madi
full of fobs. swearing and hard* Must Eat." and we realize without
VZUI
WUM-B
son the passing combination of
Among the members of the Post | down the place kick.
ships, yet there ls a warmth and saying more, everyone must eat
freshness and naturalness in the set and should eat properly. Hazel Office staff attending the annual! The Madison lead however was Billings to Ferguson was very good.
Down East methods ol the life that Young is an authority on food and J Convention of the American Legion ‘ short-lived. As the Rockland team The summary:
6 Madison
is portrayed here. We hope there recipes. She decided last year that in Boston are Assistant Postmaster after receiving the kick-off brought Rockland 7
are few women like Caroline Dennis the time was ripe for a specialized Avis R. Brasier. and Carriers Earl !tbe bab UP 10 their own 45-yard | Cates. Ellis, le ............. le, Johnson
and we are sure there are many that cook book for the weary and hun- J. Alden and Theodore E Perry 1 striper from then on the orange McConchie, t ..................... t. Gould
measure up to Kate and Elinor Lord gry business girl who must prepare Mr. Alden attends as Department ’ and black reeled three first downs Small. Killoch. g ..... g, Richards
with Boardman and Chaples smack- Call, c ............................ c, Dallaire
ln fineness and genuineness of pur her own dinner, and she wrote a I Vice-Commander of the State,
1
ing the line on off tackle plays Cummings, rg ................. rg. Butter
book
that
has
at
once
become
the
,
•
•
•
•
|
pose ln life The hardships of farm
_
_____
best selling cook book in the coun- 1 Wilbur S. Cross, of the mailing for substantial gains that soon got Page. Sivestrl. t........ t. Roberchad
life _
and country
life in general
greatl"y_meUowed by the iTigh ideals j try. And why? Well, first off. she division, ls being welcomed tack them within scoring distance on Pietroski. Mazzeo. e ... e, Carrington
that come to many with perpetual is a Maine girl—and Maine is where after several months absence while the Madison 15. From there Rock Storer. qb ................... qb. Ferguson ,
growth and love of nature and good cooks are found. Hazel was | w-restling with a prolonged seige land called on its sharpshooter Bud Chaples. lh..................... lh. Billings
work in the good earth
j born in Liberty. Maine, a Colby °f neuritis. Martin Graves, of the Small who wasn't found wanting Small, rh.................... rh, McDonald
At times will come the emergence College girl; also a Yale and Co- financial division, has also returned as he threw a perfect pass to Boardman, fb............ fb. Hagapean
Referee. Wotton. Bowdoin. Um- |
of better nature and higher aspir- j lumbia University lassie. Comes of after a week away from his duties Boardman who fooled the defend
ing half back by running wide then pire. Hines. Bates Head linesman.
ations. There are tears that are i real stock ton her father's side re due to an attack of grippe.
• • • •
suddenly cutting for the center McLeod, Colby.
worthy and humor that is con-[ lated to the Henry W. Longfellows)
Sept.
20
the
Post
Office
force
tagious in the story and Margaret and has ancestors both British and
employment in New Harbor the
Flint has a pleasant accounting of 1 Colonial. Miss Young is a chemist, met to prepare their plans for the PR|C|UnCL||p
observance of the third annual FniCniUoriir
past Summer, has returned heme.
the little events that go to make up and has a practical urge for better
National
Letter
Writing
Week.
RoThe
District
Convention
of
PyMrs. Dora Goudy and daughter
the day. The children in the story food preparation. Is at present
land O. (Dardy) Rackliff was thian Sisters will be held at the
and Miss Clara
are attractive and we would have editor with General Foods of New chosen general cnairman. and the Camden Orange hall Sept 26 with of South Bristol
California
liked a little more of them for genu York. She owns a farm on Ma....
Km, Tmmt.
•.
hM>a<>
flartnui.
'-’ouay ci uaiuornia were recent
Knox
Temple
as
hostess.
Gertrude
ine pleasure. The book is nicely tinicus Island. 20 miles off the coast various committees to assist him Oliver, district deputy grand chief callers on Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
are as follows. Window displays:
bound but falls Short of “The Old from Rockland.
and grand guard of the Orand
We are all of us anxious to have Chairman. Donald L. Karl, Neil B. Temple of Maine will have charge.
Mrs. Chester Brown has returned
Ashburn Place” in quality.
Packard, J. W. Thurston, L. D
better
meals
for
less
money
and
from a visit with tier mother in
K. S. F.
All
officers
who
are
to
take
part
• • • •
from the guides wc find in this book Perry. C. U. Brown; newspaper are asked to be present at 2 o'clock, West Roxbury, Mass.
publicity, chairman, J. W. Davis.
Principal and Mrs. Richard Clif
Yankee Skipper, the story of we can have them. The book is A R Brasier. R. C. Duff. M W the session to open at 2 30 Those
eminently
practical
and
delightfully
ford who have been occupying the
Joseph Gainard. Captain of the
not solicited will take sweets.
Hart,
E.
E.
ifhry.
Advertising
con

“City of Flint." Frederick A. Stokes written. She even goes in for the tacts, chairman. E. B. Sansom, A
Mrs Gertrude Oliver, in company Alfred Morton apartment have
psychology of color. She urges the
moved. ,,
to the
Davis house at
Oeimpany. New York.
with Mr. and Mrs George Gray
.. Lena
,
C.
Saunders,
T.
E
Perry,
W.
L.
.H^Sr_'
Tlie very name, “City of Flint," cook to watch her step in beauty Chatto, A. T. Grant, R. H. Chaples, relumed Sunday from Northeast \
Mrs Angie Fernald who has been
gives one a thrill, and added to this contests for the table and gives C. G. Mosher; schools and social Harbor after attending a reception
the title of the book "Yankee Skip so many practical suggestions for clubs. M. S. Graves, chairman; of Grand Chancellor Doan Candage. visiting Mrs. Sylvia Wallace and
per" adds the worthy desire to fol-» easy meals theft are full of appe R. S. Perry, E. J. Alden, D. S. They visited Cadillac Mountain Mrs. Frank Day, has returned to
South Portland.
low this valiant Captain Joseph tizing dishes that use up odds and Beach. L. H. Richardson; pasters, while in that vicinity.
M„. Jail. Wtataw. .ho to w«> "
Gainard through his many voyages ends that were in less strenuous chairman. F. M. Tibbetts; W. S.
that will keep the reader close to times discarded.
Her basic formulas are easy to Cross, P. M. Pease, R. C. Duff
the all too few pages of history to
Beulah Studley of Warren, is now and her father. Those present
the end. Captain Gainard has had understand and carry out; one Ls
with her son Fred Winchenpaw were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse.
ins fill of exciting life and not the not compelled to buy out the gro LINCOLNVILLE CTR.
who is occupying the Nancy Rogers Mrs. Eldora Miller of Waldoboro
cery
market
in
order
to
serve
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
Scott
Knight
first of thrilling experiences was
house at Hatchet Cove.
and Miss Eda Lawry.
entertained at a dinner party last
the rescuing of 250 passengers of the hearty excellent meal.
Mrs. Walter Fernald of South
Mr. and Mrs. George Straffln
This book is just off the press of night in honor of the birthdays of
ill fated Athenia when it was sunk
Portland visited friends and rela who have been occupying the E. H
in September of 1939. And then on Little Brown and is a charmingly Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harvey. Those
tives in town recently.
Lawry cottage at Forest Lake have
her very next trip the saga of the practical adventure in the great present were Mr. and Mrs. R. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Pitcher and
City of Flint was continued in an needs of three times daily food Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Har Mr. and Mrs. Gould Pitcher of returned to Brockton, Mass
other penetrating episode, when this problems. And she has had good vey. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Knight
Brockton, Mass., were recent guests
Read The Courier-Gazette
ship was boarded by the crew of the examples oi real food in her life and and Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Barbour.
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
Deutschland and the English prize home at Liberty—our neighbor
Miss Eda Lawry.
K. S. F.
system of free private enterprise.
crew from the Stonegate was placed and friend. • • • •
Capt. and Mrs. P W. Lawry of
Our Federal Union must be pre
aboard.
B. & H. Retread Service
South Portland and son Elton of
"Willkie And American Unity," served."
Next came wonderment for the
Roslindale,
Mass
.
were
visitors
re

by Joe Mitchell Chappie.
We believe the Republican party
RETREADING
Timely is this Broadside of the once more will stand on firm cently at the nome of Mr. and Mrs.
J.
R.
Simmons.
man from Indiana who is capti ground through this great states
USED TIRES
Mrs. Nellie Wallace of South
vating as well as bringing America man, and all through Mr. Chappie's
Waldoboro
visited
Friday
with
hef
PRICES
to a deeper understanding of its book he opens avenues of Willkie's
daughter, Mrs. Sidney Carter.
KINDS
fundamental changes that have strength that prove that fact.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Weeks of
SIZES
been taking place in the past sev
The second part of Mr. Chappie's
eral years. Mr. Chanple has clear book is entitled “Composite Por Portland were guests Friday of Mr.
VULCANIZING
ly set forth in this more than trait of Presidents" and starts with and Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse.
George Carter, who has been ill
readable book, the story of Wen this eye-opener.
COR. MAIN AND RANKIN STS.
for a week, is much improved.
dell Willkie—the man of destiny.
“He. (meaning Mr. Willkie] pos
. lll’lt
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses who has had
Without realizing it our great sesses great intelligence in his
country has been led astray and simplicity and simplicity is the
Borrow “On Your Own" . . . We
into the most futile and dangerous Zenith, the acme of Intelligence.
prefer to make loans of $25 to
paths that lack the spirit of our He also represents pure American
$250 or more on just your sig
forefathers and what is most ism. One sees in him fortitude,
nature. And our New, Shorter
tragic, the fear of divine inter- strength, stamina and ability. Mr.
Application saves you timet
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
ferance in affairs, and again our Chappie makes comparisons with
lack of the needed stability of the our Presidents from Cleveland to
I have several Houses and Farms at
FINANCE CO.
most worthy intent. Also our need Roosevelt, and Mr. Willkie stands
Very Reasonable Prices
MARTIN J. RIFE
of the great law of life with its full measure with them all in the
LY, Mgr. Room No.
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
201, Floor N o. 2,
growth and purpose. But we are test. One cannot only get much
Kresge Blrlg, Phone
unable to grow properly with a of the man of destiny that is before
at once
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Small
$60,000,000,fWO deficit in our trea us today but one can get much
Terms ran be arranged on some of them.
Loan Statute License No. 1.
sury.
more out of this latest excellent
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1151 OR 330
Mr. Willkie tells us, "We must work from the pen, brain and
haLaiucs up to $150; 2* ;%
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
'onthly on balances above.
be a united people, determined to heart of Joe Mitchell Chappie.
81T&Stf
uphold our democracy and opr
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That and a Well Kicked Goal Gave
Rockland Victory Over Madison
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SEPTEMBER 23 - 28
From your NATION-WIDE grocer

to

join the thousands of

to

you

housewives who shop at NATION
WIDE STORES where they are

BAKER’S COCOA

always sure of quality foods at the

right prices.

2 is 19<

NATION-WIDE COFFEE

BLUE
BAG

TRY A POUND
ONLY

19c

BAKE IT - FRY IT - OR GRILL IT

HORMEL'S SPAM

25c

CAN

DERBY-MEAT

urw Sunshine cpacksds^

SANDWICH SPREAD

2 CANS 19c

CON-I-SUR

CORNED BEEF

CAN

|9«

NATION-WIDE-PREPARED

2?a°rzs|9c

MUSTARD
STOKELVS SPINACH

NO
CAN

FANCY CALIFORNIA

19c

DELIGHTFULLY SEASONED - READY TO SERVE

/N

HORMEL'S SPICED HAM

25c

CAN

LILY WHITE-BONELESS

GERBER'S .

BABY FOODS
9
17c
X
1 /v

STUFFED OLIVES

STRAINED OR

DIXIE MACKEREL

2

JARS

21c

19C

MARASCHINO

CANS

CHOPPED

1 LB
PKG

CODFISH

19c

2

CHERRIES

2

REAL SPECIAL

|9<
TALL
CAN

RED BREAST SALMON

23<

XXX—PURE

PURITAN

OVEN BAKED BEANS
GLASS
POTS

PEA
YELLOW EYE
RED KIDNEY

MATCHES

IDc

6 BOXES 15c

DOMINO

CONFECTIONERY SUGAR
SMALL
PKGS

OXYDOL

17c

2

LUX TOILET SOAP

PKGS

LARGE
PKGS

39c

BARS

25c

15c

FOR HANDS

20 MULE TEAM

BORAX

Iag 25c

GRAHAM FLOUR
GREEN DIAMOND

PKG

NATION-WIDE

15c

BORAXO

SERVICE

CAN

15<

GROCERS
-9........

TALK OF THE TOWN

8ept. 27—Thomaston Garden Club
meets at Baptist vestry
Sept. 29 Standard Time resumed.
Oct. 1—Boothbay Harbor LincolnSagadahoc Teachers’ Convention
Oct 3 Waldoboro
Parent-Teacher
Ass n meets at Feyler Corner schoolhouse.
Oct. 5 Competitive examinations for
West Point or Annapolis. In this city.
Oct 6 12—Business Women’* Week
Oct. 16—Draft registration day.
Oct 19 — Waldoboro
County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
torium.

Arthur Hamilton, former Rock
land boy, who died recently in Bel
fast, was a member of Tillson Light
Infantry and served with it dur
ing the Spanish War.

Knight-Gray Wedding

List Of Rockland Students
Who Will Enter Institu
tions of Higher Learning

The double-header transfer of a
large chicken house from Brewster
street to Will Gregory's farm on the
Old County Road, has interested
Northend residents the past few
days. Motive power furnished by
Fred M Blackington’s truck.

Emerson Sadler is spending a
furlough at his home on Suffolk
street, vacationing from his duties
In the United States Lighthouse
Service in Portland.
County Attorney John T. Quinn
of Penobscot County was guest
speaker at last night's Kiwanis
meeting, and under the caption.
•'Crime Doesn't Pay," told the
members some very Interesting in
cidents.

The Rockland City Band—that
institution of which we are so
Justly proud—performed
escort
duty for yesterday's parade, mak
ing no charge. It was a fine dis
play of patriotism, greatly appre
ciated by every Rockland citizen.

HOME DEFENSE CORPS

Rockland will not be left
wholly defenseless by the depar
ture of the Coast Artillerymen.
A Home Defense Corps has been
organized with the following
officers:
Oliver R. Hamlin, captain;
Edward (Roark and Charles C.
Hill, 1st lieutenants: George W.
Leonard. 2d lieutenant; Ralph
Cline. V. O. Giles, P. H. McKusick and IL. J. Hamlin, 1st ser
geants; James Warren, corporal;
John Williams, private, 1st class.
Tlie VJ*.W column published
elsewhere in this issue by Past
Department Commander Oliver
R. Hamlin, contains further in
formation about the new Corps,
and his appeal for ex-service men
to join up and make lt a strong
unit. He has called a meeting of
all ex-service men for Thursday
night at the V.F.W. hall on
Water street.

To Patrolman Prank C. Bridges
yesterday went the distinction of
heading the military parade. In the
old days a procession was led by a
"platojn" of police, but Patrolman
Bridges, himself an ex-service man,
Miss Clara Spaulding of In
was quite capable of handling the
graham HUI, aged 92, ls confined
job alone.
in the hospital with a broken hip
There ls woe aplenty up around and would appreciate hearing from
197 Brooadway. centering around
9-year-old Barbara Ooldsmith, who
has lost her pet rabbit. Anyone
News has been received here of
seeing a tame bunny hopping about the death of Mrs. Isaac Rosenbloom
would do his Boy Scout deed for the formerly of this city, which took
day by phoning the news to Miss place at her home. 156 North street,
Barbara at 377-M.
Portland last week.

Maurice K. Shepherd went today
to Augusta, where he will enlist ln
the Signal Corps in the Regular
Army for three years. If the re
quired examination ls passed he
will go to Camp Devens. Mass, for
a month's training, after which he
will be transferred to Chicopee,
Mass.

Richard Marsh, student at Gor
ham Normal School, ln a scrub
game of football in the gym, broke
his collar bone last Thursday He
was taken to hospital In Portland,
where he was treated and then re
turned to School. Sunday his
mother, Mrs. Albert Marsh, accom
panied by Donnie Marsh. Mrs. M
B. Perry, Charlie Perry and Hcnrlella Stiles, went to see him and last
night Richard arrived home for a
time while recuperating.

The three-masted schooner Minas
Prince which foundered in the re
cent gale sweeping the Maritime
Provinces had been a frequent
visitor at this port. The captain
and crew were saved by a freighter.

Clifford Harry Gardner, Jr.,
popular bellman at Hotel Rockland
Is one of the new recruits in Bat
tery E and went with that unit to
Port Williams. Portland yesterday.
He Is a son of Mrs. Charles E.
Shadie, South Main street.

Another outing for members of
the Chamber of Commerce and
their wives has been planned for
Thursday night. A chicken and
harvest supper combined will be
served by the Eastern Star at Ma
sonic Hall. Tenants Harbor at 7
p. m.; price 75 cents. An enter
Pall fishing ls in full swing at tainment will be provided by the
Megunticook Lake. Mr. and Mrs outing committee. Members may
R. A. Moor of Waterbury, Conn., take guests.
took five salmon Saturday, the larg
With the Lions; Picnic of the
est of which tipped the scales at 8
pounds. 10 ounces before an gdmir- Rockland club at Crescent Beach
lng crowd. The big fish is now be Inn tonight. Take your lady and
ing frozen at Browns Market, pre jour lunch—"Pard" Kenyon will
paratory to transportation back to preside over tomorrow's meeting—
Connecticut. While this is the larg Much Interest ls being manifested
est fish to be taken from Megunti- in that breezy sheet "The Lions
cook for some time, good sized Tale." King Lion Bob Gregory and
specimens are very common, for Secretary Bradford Burgess repre
fishing at Megunticook has greatly sent the club on the newly organ
improved during tlie past few ized Advisory Council of the three
months due to thorough storking Service Clubs of the city. Rotary,
recent seasons with large finger Kiwanis and Lions. The tail twis
ter is threatening reprisals—Joint
lings.
ladles’ night ln Camden Oct. 8.
Visit Lucien K. Green fz Son for
A large delegation from the
Purs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always Rockland American Legion and
on hand. New merchandise coming Auxiliary is in Boston this week,
In every day at moderate prices. attending the national convention.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. Austin Philbrook. Iaiwrence Ham
School street, Rockland.
107-tf lin, Charles McMahon. Everett
Pliilbrock, Levi R. Flint, and
Awnings, large or small, hammock Carl Sewall were among those who
tops, chair backs and scats, boa! went Saturday night. Rockland
covers. All sorts of canvas work will be in Wth position ln the pa
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W, rade today, a parade that will take
14 hours to pass the reviewing
16 Willow St.
73-tl
stand. The stores will be 'closed,
and grandstands have been erected
along the line of march. The
Rockland delegation will have Its
DANCING
headquarters at Vendome Hotel,
and approximately 150 are there.
Every Wed.
The parade will be broadcast at In
tervals this afternoon from WHDH

-{ J Jl

GLEN

C0VE

Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
97Ttf

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!

BORN

Left to right: Austin Billings, Wesley Knight, Mrs. Wesley Knight (Virginia Grey), Edith Grey.

Fred Blackman was among the
new enlistments ln Battery E, who
went Monday to Portland,

In accord with the plan of re
organization of women's work in
the United Methodist Church
throughout the United States this
Fall the Putt Memorial Church
officially nrounces a Charier
Meeting of the 'Womens Division
of Christian Service" to be held
In tne church this Thursday at
7.39 p. m. All women of all so
cieties and affiliated societies cf the
church are uraed to be present.
The printed Detotional Form of
Charter Membership" registration
will be followed and there wJl ne
an election of ah efficers ar.1 ap•jemtment of '.'anding committees.
Th* pastor presides until the offi
cers .-I the ne* w:- ty are e!tiled
lne official committee of the
church authoriul io present the
alms it the new o ganization ar d
to nominate the complete list of
officers are: Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Mrs. Ru’h FLin&wond, Mrs Ivy
Chatto Mrs. Laura Buswell. .\Irs
Catol Jlllson. and Mrs. Elmer
Tras.t
At the Y.PC.U meeting Sunday
night. Hazel Bohn led the devotions.
The program consisted of several
musical selections played on elec
tric Hawaiian guitars by Edith
Jackson and Lillius Wotton. The
numbers were: Guitar solos. The
Rosary. Edith Jackson; Song of
the Islands. Lillius Wotton; guitar
duets. Drifting and Dreaming.
Helo March. Hawaiian Love, Don t
Say Aloha When I Go. Winter
Wonderland. Missouri Waltz, and
their final selection. Aloha Oe. The
union hopes to have these accom
plished musicians again at a later
date. The business meeting cen
tered mostly on the coming pep
banquet and ball given this year
by the local union. All Y.P.C.U.
unions tn the State are invited to
this ------annual affair, A meetjng Of
the board and committee chair
men is scheduled for tonight in
the hope of completing the pre
liminary work of the banquet. Ruth
Wotton, Lois Lindsey. Madi .:t
McConchie and Chris. Bird ex
pressed thtir desire to Join the
union. Date of initiation to be an
nounced shortly.

GRANGE CORNER
£££ ^
News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Meenhaga Grange of Waldoboro
worked the third and fourth degree upon candidates Monday
night. Seaside Grange of Bristol
were guests—furnished the program.
Supper was served after the meet
ing. At the next meeting Birth
day Night will be observed.
• • • «

Sewall At Stonington. Sept 17. to
Mr and Mm Adelbert Sewall, a daugh
ter—Leneta Joan
Spaulding—At Stonington. Sept. 17.
to Mr and Mrs Robert Spaulding, a
daughter -Carolyn Elaine

Neighbors' Night of White Oak
Grange. North Warren will be ob
served Friday. A beverage com
pany w"1 present educational pic
tures and the lecturer has arranged
MARRIED
a short program.
Sandwiches,
Hllten-Ilenner At Rockland. Sept cake and coffee will be served. Each
23. Russell D Hilton and Barbara R
Benner, both of Waldoboro By Rev. member may invite guests.

Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at onee. Money hack if not
delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
$1.00). On sale at Carroll's Cut
Rate Store, Rockland.
115&117

J. Charles McDonald
Greenlaw-Tibbetts — At
Camden.
Sept 21. Albert E Oreenlaw of Deer
Isle and Winifred M Tibbetts of Cam
den.—By Rev W F Brown
Knight-Gray At Rockland, Sept. 21.
Wesley Harold Knight and Virginia
Louise Gray, both of Rockland. By
Rev C. A. arstaller
Milliken-Young — At the Baptist
Church. Lincolnville, Fred Milliken of
Camden and Miss Marian Young of
Lincolnville By Rev. Duncan Rogers.

BURPEE’S

Weed -At Roxbury, Sept 21. Minnie,
widow of Sherman Weed, native of
Rockport, aged 79 yearn.
Bicknell—At Spruce Head Island.
Sept. 22, Elizabeth, wife of William
Bicknell of Roxbury, Mass., aged 72
years
Funeral and Interment Tues
day at 2 o'clock In (Roxbury.

Rummage Sale at Methodist
Church, Sept. 28. Doors open at
9 o'clock.
115-116

119-111

ROCKLAND, Ml.

119-tl

CARD OF THANKS
Wc sincerely thank the many friends
who expressed their sympathy during
our recent bereavement In cards, mes-,
sages and flowers. We deeply appre
ciate the kindness of the doctors and
nurses who cared for Jimmy and the
beautiful flowers sent by our neigh
bors
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson, Av-

erell Robinson, June Robinson,

•

Milton Evandor Plummer, for
merly of Rockland, died in Madison.
Conn.. Sept. 8, after an illness of
three weeks. He was born in Har
rington, son of Capt. Amos B and
Elizabeth Coffin Plummer.
His
early life was spent on the seas, but
; his love and devotion for family j
caused him to leave this calling '
many years ago. With his wife,
the late Elizabeth Nash Plummer,
and family, he located ln Rockland,
proving to be a splendid citizen
and ever wlllln* ne‘Khbor'
<
a Palnter of exceptional ability
j he was employed by the late John
A Karl lor a g.reat period of years
and was one of the original owners
of Lakeview ln Nobleboro.
Upon the death of his wife In
1927, Mr. Plummer went to Brook
lyn. to reside with his daughter,
Mrs. Ralph Stone (Beatrice), receiv
ing the greatest devotion and loving
care throughout the past 13 years in
their home, where he will be sin
cerely missed by family and a host
of friends.
Mr. Plummer was stricken at the
cabin owned by Mr. Stanley in Ham-

9

CLAREMONT ST.

TEL.

662

•8-tf

Free Souvenirs at Opening
The Puritan plans to give free
souvenirs at Its Formal Orand
Opening Friday, in order to have
people visit their fine new store,
and full details about the opening
and the free gifts will be announced
ln this paper Thursday.

-*1

BIRD DOG TRIALS
Clyde Pease, Manager

have the new store ready and in
shipshape for a big formal opening
sale.
The new store will be another
unit ln the Puritan family of stores
which are well known throughout
Maine. Branches are located in
Bangor. Belfast and Waterville, and
ln other cities In the State, and
throughout New England.
The
Puritan branch in Bangor has been
ln operation for over 30 years.
The Puritan store here, Just as
the other branches, will offer qual
ity wearing apparel for men. wom
en and children, at low prices, with
the convenience of paying for them
on a Puritan Charge Account. The
budget payment plan as offered by
the Puritan chain ls a convenient
payment plan, making lt possible
to wear new clothes while paying
for them ln small sums, arranged
to fit the individual's Income . . ,
without any carrying or Interest
charges for thLs service.

Damariscotta Club To Celebrate
Their Tenth Anniversary
At Bremen

The tenth anniversary of bird dog
field trials in Maine will be ob
served next weekend when the an
nual
Damariscotta Sportsmen’s
Club trial will be run at Biscay
Barn in Bremen Saturday and Sun
day.
The program will start at 8 a. m.
Saturday with the running of the
open puppy stakp, to be followed by
the open derby stake tn the after
noon. Harry Swanson of Cape
Elizabeth and A. V. A. Thompson of
Melrose will Judge both classes.
Sunday will see two all age stakes,
the open and amateur ln that order,
with Harry V. Gould of Melrose and
George W. Bucknam of Waterville
doing the Judging.
Drawings will be Friday night at
7 at Biscay Barn and entries will
not be accepted after the drawings
have been held.
Eugene Clark is chairman of the
Clyde E. Pease Manager
field trial committee, James L.
Clyde E. Pease, well known ln Bryne is marshal. Perry Bryne sec
Rockland, ls going to be the mana retary, and Edward Oamage of
ger of the new store. He has been ficial observer for all stakes.
representing the Puritan Clothing
Stores ln thLs vicinity, and tt has
Licensed tree surgery service.
been his opinion that a Puritan Pruning, bracing, feeding. Trees
branch with complete stocks of taken down. Hedges trimmed. Tel.
merchandise, and the same modern Albert Quinn 741-W —adv. 114*116
and convenient payment plan,
would be welcomed in Rockland for
the greater convenience of folks COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
who live hereabouts. After giving

EVERY Florence Oil Heater carries a Certified Heater Facts
Tag that gives you its heating capacity and other impdrtant|
information. It's there to help you buy! Florence builds, tcstSj
and tags these heaters out of vast resources and the experience
of more than 65 years. You play safest when you buy Florence?

We’ll help you choose the right heater. In the big line we’re
showing now, there's a model to fit your need and budget!

SeejthisjBig

lI5*T*n8

VALUE!
WALDO THEATRE

*»-

a genuine Florence Circulating Oil

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100

Heater—all ready to provide your

SHOW TIMES
Matinees Dally at 2.30
Sunday* at 3
Evenings at 7 Si 9

home and your family with the ut

most in winter comfort!

TODAY AND TOMORROW

NOW ON
DISPLAY

TI'ES, WED, SEPT. 24, 25

Columbia Pictures Present

“THE HOWARDS
OF VIRGINIA”
From the novel "Tree of Lib
erty" by Elizabeth Page and
adapted for the screen by Sidney
Buchman who gave you the
memorable ' Mr. Smith Goes To
Washington.”

Powerful circulators, radiant heat

ers—whatever your heating need,

♦ Starring •

there's a Florence Oil Heater to

CARY GRANT and
MARTHA SCOTT

fill it!

with
and directed by

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

A. M.
6.00 Lv.
7.00 Lv.
8.00 Lv.
9.00 Ar.

ROCKLAND, ME.

After extensive operations are
completed, tlie new Puritan Cloth
ing Stores, will open at 488 Main
street. Friday. All plans are set to

SIR CEDRfC HARDWICKE

Three times Academy Award
winner for such films as "Mutiny
On the Bounty," “Wells Fargo,”
“Cavalcade.”
Please Note: This picture re
places “Mj’ Love Came Back,”
originally scheduled Sept. 22, 23.

P. M.
Swan's Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Rockland.

Ar.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

5.40
4.40
3.25
2.13

VINALHAVEN LINE
A. M.
P. M.
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30
9.15 Ar. Roekland,
Lv. 2.15
Read l'p

--------- ,----------- -----

SEE THEM TODAY!

FRANK LLOYD

SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

The “gates of knowledge" are re
opening. and thousands of students
are starting another year ln col
leges, normals schools and business
schools. Presented here ls a par
tial list of those from this city who
will leave soon to enter school, and
lt is hoped that additional names
will be sent in.
Fairmont Junior College. Wash
ington. D. C—Isura Pomroy.
University of Maine—Eleanor
Look. Barbara Orff. Betty McAlary.
Donald Marriner. Edward William
son, Meredith Dondis. Grant Davis,
Frederick Perry, Paul Horeyseck.
Farmington Normal School—Bar
bara Derry, Nancy Snow, Betty
Beach. Hilda Spear, Pearl Leonard,
Elizabeth Lurvey.
Lesley School. Cambridge, Mass.
—Jeannette Gordon.
Harvard Law School — Hervey
Allen.
Dartmouth College—J. William
Anderson.
Yale University—Gerald Bever
age.
Colby College—Gordon Richard
son, James East, Ruth Thomas,
Hester Hatch.
Johns Hopkins Medical School—
Robert Allen.
Hebron Academy—William Bick
nell.
Boston University—William Weed
Jr., Albert McCarty.
Bangor Theological SeminaryPerry Howard.
Ballard Business School—Patricia
Allen, Earl Cook.
Gorham Normal School—Mazie
Joy, Marilyn Ramsdell, Mary
Dodge, Richard Marsh, Laroy
Brown, Shirley Stanley.
Kents Hill School—Ruth Nichols.
Queens University. Kingston, On
tario-Jessie Olds.
Bates College—Marion Ludwick,
Dorothy Frost, Doris Borgerson.
Bowdoin College—Harold Dondis.
Robert Brown.
St. Joseph's Academy. PortlandEleanor Hall.
Nasson College—Barbara Griffin.
Emerson College—Katherine Rice.
Norwich University — Richard
Ellingwood.
Lafayette College—John Huke.
Stonelelgh College — Priscilla
Lovejoy.

427 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1317-M
FUR WORK, ALTERATIONS
REPAIRS

Read Down

Ambulance Service

Puritan Store To Have
Big Formal Opening—
Clyde Pease Manager

WALKER’S TAILOR SHOP

MILTON E. PLUMMER

ROCKLAND, ME.
Effective Sept. 16. 1940
Standard Time

DIED

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

—Blackinton Photo.
trip and on return will occupy
apartments at 9 Otis street.
Mrs Knight was graduated from
Rockland High School ln 1937 Mr.
Knight attended Rockland schools,
and is in the painting and paper
hanging business with Van Russell,
and Ls also connected with Rock
land Fire Department.
I
II
|Z* 1 F_' _J_
monassett, where he had spent the
ilci Pi IT1Q meilOS
past five Summers, in company with
his daughter. He was removed to
Author Of Happy Hope
the Matrons' Memorial Sanitarium,
Farm Is Remembered By receiving every attention from the
entire staff, and winning the love of
Many Of Them
all who v ere called upon to admin
ister to his comfort. The entire
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Outside the sun ls shining and staff, except the nurse on duty, at
in the ward lt ls visiting hour. My tending the services conducted in
the Swan Memorial chapel ln Clin
nearest neighbor. Mrs. Bates, of ton, Conn., Rev E Wallace Mast
Round Pond, has gone home, and officiating, and paying the highest
we miss her. A woman from Vinal tribute to this father, brother and
haven has taken her place. MLss friend.
Maxine Pratt and Mrs. Curtis have
Mr. Plummer leaves a sister, Mr-.
also been discharged and Mrs. Vennie Henderon of Camden street;
Stover goes soon. All the other pa three children. Mrs Beatrice Store
tients are getting along nicely. In of Brooklyn, Mrs. Elizabeth Reed
age we have to grant superiority of Melrose, Mass., and Lester B
to a dear old soul ln her 90'.', victim Plummer of Roxbury, Mass.; three
of a fall.
grandchildren, Mrs. Lee Seguin of
I cannot write many nature notes Montclair. N. J., who attended the
here, for all we see of nature's beau services ln Connecticut; Mrs. Wil
ties Are the flowers. Mrs. Sayward lard Sewall of Brunswick, and Eliza,
and Will Bryant, old neighbors of beth Plumm?r of Roxbury, Mass :
my husband, sent us a lovely bou four great-grandchildren.'Mrs. Nor
quet recently, ln lt a remarkably ma Seavey Morey, Martha Seavey,
large bronze colored dahlia and and Dorothy and Charles Sewall.
Mrs. Demmons of Thomaston sent I The love and esteem of father,
such a nice box of home-cooked brother, grandfather and friend was
goodies. Richard Connor sent us I shown by the beautiful floral pieces
an unusual 'Get Well" message, one placed on the final resting place in
with
, , . which we can draw all . kinds .Achorn cemetery, where Rev. Dr.
of interesting pictures. Thank you | WUsQn Q[ pralt Mcmorial church
Richard.
offered prayer and consolation to
Annie Ripley and Margaret El
the bereaved family.
well have been in to see us and
Mr Plummer was born Nov. 1,
brought nice things and Mr and 1857. To live in the hearts of those
j Mrs, Frank Thompson, Thomaston
who love him Is not to die.
have been very kind. ‘K.S.F." who
Elizabeth Plummer.
writes such beautiful poems, has
also been among my callers. Mrs.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Stanley has also been very kind tn
bringing flowers and Mrs. Marshall
of Warren. I'd like to name every
PLEASANT STREET
one who has sent cards or called I
but space prevents.
HOME BAKERY
I want you all to know that I am
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
deeply appreciate of all kindnesses j
DOUGHNUTS, 15c DOZ.
And yes. there is one nature note,
115*lt
a lovely pigeon walking about on
the hospital roof, which I can see
, through the window. How his beautiful rose and green feathers glint
Clothes Repairing Done
and gleam in the sunshie.
PROMPTLY AND PRQPERLY
Nancy S. Savage

Miss Virginia Louise Gray, blue, with black accessories and a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs James corsage of red roses. Her maid of
Gray, and Wesley Harold Knight, honor was her sister. Miss Edith
son ot Mrs. Alice Knight, were Gray, who was costumed ln a dress
married Saturday night. Rev. C. A j cf beige and black, black accessories
Marstaller officiating at the single and corsage of yellow roses. Austin
ring ceremony at the Littlefield Billings was best man.
Memorial parsonage.
Following the ceremony, the
The bride wore a dress of soldier couple went on a brief wedding

serious consideration to hLs sugges
tion, and investigating the possibili
ties of Rockland it was decided to
open a branch here.
j "Rockland ls one of the peppiest,
and up-and-coming cities in our
i section of Maine," said Mr. Bene! diet, (manager of the Puritan in
Bangor, who visited this city and
j decided favorably on the opening
of a Puritan store here, “And lt
J has great possibilities for the fu
ture. I am sure that we’ll find real
.ticcess in Rockland, and that the
people of Rockland will find the
| Puritan a convenience."

To Open Friday

School And College

Patrolman Edward C. Ingraham
was back on the force yesterday,
after a fortnight's vacation spent
mainly ln Weymouth, Mass., with
Mrs. Ingraham. Patrolman Carl
There will be a meeting of the A. Christoffersen ls spending the
executive committee of the Rock balance of his vacation on a trip
land Nursing Association at 4 to New Brunswick.
o’clock tomorrow afternoon.

JK
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Every-Other-Day

- -H3-tf

THURS.-FRI., SEPT. 26-27
JOAN BENNETT
FRANCIS I.EDERER
LLOYD NOLAN
MARIA

CASH OR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Stonington Furniture Go.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

(USPENSKAYA

Otto Kruger. Anna Sten

in

“THE MAN I MARRIED”
Also W'alt Disney Cartoon

“PLUTO’S DREAM HOUSE"

N. B. We carry the Famous Florence Range Burners, $19.95 and up.
CASH OR TERMS AS DESIRED

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

WALDOBORO
« A xs
|£RS. LOULSE
porrespondeu|

MUM®

Looking Ahead To A Good Season

VINALHAVEN
««««
MRS. OSCAR O. LANS
Correspondent

ALENA L STAKKEOT
Oorrespondeot
ftft
Tel. •

SENTER * CRANE'S

$
s

BUY YOUR FUR COAT NOW

Mrs. Ernest Macintosh enter
tained 20 members of Union Church
BEFORE PRICES ADVANCE
g
Circle Friday at her cottage MerMiss
Annette
Haskell
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hill of Rock
rle Mac's at Shore Acres. Dinner
land were weekend guests of Mrs. Saturday to resume her studies at
and supper were served and games
Cambridge. Mass. Hospital School
Ella Marshall.
featured the entertainment. This
of
Nursing
after
a
vacation
of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles
was the annual picnic of the circle.
and daughter, Nancy of Portland three weeks spent with her par
Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor was
passed the weekend witli Mrs. Bes ents. Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
guest of honor.
Miss Marion E. Wallace, only
sie Kuhn.
Ruth Walhman and Dorothy
...
- .daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Asiala. have returned to Cambridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Blanchard. ; Wa|Ja<,e has entered the Portland
Mass., where they have employ
Mr and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and SchQol Qf Hne and AppUed
ment.
son Richard, are visiting in New Miss Wallace will take the general
A surprise party was recently
York.
course during the first year there.
held at the home of Mrs. Maude
Victor Burnheimer Jr. went Sun Duing the afternoons of each day.
Mills in honor of the birthday of
day to Colby College where he is a sh? will be employed at the home
Mrs. Bessie Morton. Those pres
member of the Freshman Class.
of Mrs. Sunden, at 41 Coyle street,
ent were: Mrs. Maude Mills, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller and where she will make her home.
Beatrice Elwell. Mrs. Annie Lane,
Mrs. Ella Marshall attended the
Under sponsorship of Warren
Mrs. Bessie Burns, Mrs. Annie Con
Carter-Benner wedding Saturday Lodge. 1.0.0 F the first of a series
way, Mrs. Marne Gray, Mrs. Evelyn
afternoon at the Summer home of of assemblies was presented Friday
Young, Mrs. Eva Billings, Miss
Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Benedict in Me- with the public invted, the musical
Ruth Billings. Miss Cassie Small.
domak.
program following the meeting.
Mrs. Ellen Pears. Mrs. Ellen Amiro.
Among those attending the George Gray was able master of
Miss
Sophonia Tolman, Mrs. Min
Sept. 2#—New Hampshire, home
American Legion Convention in ceremonies, and injected much hu
nie Chilles. Miss Barbara Mills.
Boston are Supt. A. D. Gray, Capt. mor in his announcements, putting
Oet 5—C. C N. Y.. away
Miss Eva Amiro, Miss Olive Amiro,
and Mrs. Ralph Pollard, Leland the audience and the participants
Oet 12—Vermont away
Miss Mary Chilles. Mrs. Morton
thoroughly
at
ease.
The
program
Orff. Ralph Benner, Mr. and Mrs.
Oet. 19— Middlebury, home
received many gifts and cards. The
Flores Wellman and Mrs. Joseph was entirely musical, with orches
Ort. 26—Bowdoin, home
entertainment featured cards, with
tral
and
vocal
selections.
Numbers
DeNapoli.
Nov. 2—Maine, away
honors to Miss Fronia Tolman and
The Mending Club met Friday included, vocal solos by Beth Rob
Nov.
II
—
Bates,
away
Ellen Pears.
night with Mrs. Clarence Benner. inson, melophone solos by Harold
Everett Libby went Thursday to
Overlock,
vocal
solos
by
Avard
Rob

Those present were Mrs. Ralph
Boston to attend the American Le
Benner Mrs. Virgil Wallace, Mrs. inson and Roger Teague, vocal
gion Convention.
Clarence Eugley, Mrs. Bessie Ben- duets by Miss Glenice French and
Both "Aristotle." the Colby mascot, and Captain
Johnny Daggett, fleet-footed little ball carrier, dis
Avard
Robinson.
Miss
Robinson
Miss Sophronia Tolman visited
ner. Mrs. Henry Crowell. Miss Dor
play confidence in the outcome of thr Mule's 1944) football campagin, which opens in Waterville nest Satur
othv Crowell. Mrs. Earle Spear and was pianist and accompanist. Play- day. They will have to shoot at a clean sweep in order to better last year's record which brought Colby five Saturday in Rockland.
I
W/\r\_
ers In
in the nnonoctrn
orchestra iraro
were Mice
Miss Rob

Mrs. Vaughn Johnson and daugh
wins, one loss and one tie. and a tie for the Maine State Championship. New oil the Colby schedule this fall
Mrs. A. D. Gray.
inson. William H. Robinson. Harold is thr City College of New York. The other opponents are old rivals, with the Colby-Bowdoin contest standing ter Dorothy returned Saturday from
Mrs Franklin Pitcher visited New- Overlock. Joan Smith. David White.
Famous Duro-Seal, $69.50
Rockland.
York World's Fair recently in com Charles Stimpson. Josef Vinal, out as the crucial battle and the "Homecoming Gang” for Colby grads far and near.
Fully
Guaranteed . , . Black or Brown
George Strachan Clyde Orcutt
pany with her daughter. Miss Bar Stuart French. Avard Robinson,
and Elmer Simmers returned Sat
bara Pitcher of Medford. Miss and Olenice French. Dates of fur
STONINGTON
WASHINGTON
ISr“
Other Fur Coats up to $275.00
urday from Portland where they
Pitcher returned home with her ther assemblies will be announced.
Elizabeth
Rich
and
Mrs.
Leon
Marion
Mitchell
has
employment
floor,,
|
n
church,
vestry
and
hall;
have
had
employment.
mother for a visit, returning Sun
John Durrell was one of the Barter of Isle au Haut were recent ] at the Knox County Golf Club in repair of plastered walls in vestry
day to Medford.
Mrs. Effie Wood has returned to
ushers at the Durrell-Oreenleaf visitors in town.
Rockland.
i and other needed repairs leaving Belfast having been guest of Mr.
Elmer Achorn was in Thomaston wedding held recently in Fairfield
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith have
Mr. and Mrs. Fred TuJwig spert ' a sma11 margin to start this years and Mrs. Benjamin Patrick.
Friday to attend the Freshman re The groom was his brother of rented apartments in Madge Small s
last weekend with Mrs. Ludwig's work.
Burton Dyer, George Lawry. Jr.,
ception. He was guest of his cousin. , Waterville.
basement.
The president Mrs. Esther Pea William Olson and Fay Dyer went
Miss Esther Achorn.
john Boggs has employment in
Alvah Matthews with Eugenia relatives in Bangor.
body was given a rising vote of Frdiay to Whitinsville. Mass.
Advertisement* ln thle oolumn no
B G. Miller left Sunday for a va- I Hartford. Conn.
and Raymond Mathews of Augusta Mrs. Olive M. Li|fht
to exceed three llnee Ineered onoe foi
PET rabbit__ lost by Mias Barbara
thanks for her excellent manage
Allen
Drake,
who
has
been
at
25
rente, three tlmee for 50 cent*. Ad Ooldrmlth TEL 377-M or call at 197
cation trip to Canada.
j Mrs. E. L. Shaw has returned are visiting friends here.
Olive M . widow of W V/. Light ment and leadership, she in turn
ditional
llnee
flve
cents
each
for
oru
Broadway.
City
115-117
Miss Janice Mitchell entertained home from a short visit with relaLyndon Gross has entered a I died Sept. 12 at the home oi Mr thanking the members for fine co "The Breakers" during the Summer time 10 oeote for three tlmee. Five
left
Friday
for
Sebring.
Fla.,
where
email
words
to
a
Une.
several young friends Friday after- j tives in Marlboro, Mass.. Wendall trade school in Boston
and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham where operation and work accomplished.
he will pass the Winter.
,
noon at the home of her parents. I Boggs of Cochituate, Mass., who
Ursula Billings is having her she had resided several yeois, she
These officers were elected: Presi
Mrs. Ernest Clayter returned
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchell in, came with her Friday, remained house painted.
was ill only about a month before dent. Mrs. Peabody (re-elected*;
Monday from Fairfield where she
honor of her ninth birthday. Guests' overnight with his parents, Mr.
Maurice Willard is home from her demise.
POSITION wanted caring for chil
vice president, _ Mildred Turner;
dren evenings and Sundays OLORIA
were Patricia Kuhn, Constance | and Mrs. Willard Boggs.
Isle au Haut where he has been
She was born in AppleLcn. April secretary Marcia Sanborn; trea visited her son Ernest Clayter, Jr
OROSS.
Tel 366-M. P O. Box 822 City
SHOT
guns
and
rifles
bought
mid
Mrs. Edward Oreenleaf and
Randolph Joan Waltz, Ona Hilton. Mrs. Hannah M. Spear
employed.
26. 1863. daughter of Jereml raid surer. Ida Hatch. The members
and exchanged ARTHUR S SMALLEY. I ________________________________ 113-115
daughter.
Miss
Miriam
went
Friday
Kumonlnn
Cafe.
230
Main
St
.
Cltv
Nancy Miller, Beverly Weeks, Eve- j Funeral services for Mrs. HanMrs. Myrtle Brlmgion is visiting Mary (Miller) Mitchell and re were then treated to ice cream oy
RELIABLE person "vatite I to handle
113*131
lyn Burnham, Sally Sprague and nah M. Spear. 85, who died Tues- her son Lloyd.
| famous Watkins Products In Rock
sided in that town until her mar Vice President Mildred Turner. to Rockland where Miriam entered
BEAU
HUn,
glads
for
sale.
35c
doz.
____
land or other nearby towns Full '.e
Knox Hospital for a tonsilectomy.
Joan Burns.
; day night, were held at the home
Frances Tracy is visiting her riage to Mr. Light Au
MRS. ELLA CLINE. Bpruce Head. Tel. of
(,f home ueceasltiea
18. 1881 | The next meeting will be held the
necessities
No Investment
115-lt required
The Bridge Club dined Friday Saturday, conducted by Rev. H. I. brother Donald Tracy in Portland. when she removed to the Light first Tuesday ln October, place to She was accompanied by Mrs. 58-21
We teach ycu Earnings
should
average
*25
weekly
at stall
Lorna
Swears.
R.
N.
HIOH-chalr (3 way I for sale
12
night at The Ellis Homestead at! Holt of Rockport and Rev. L. Clark
Thurlow Pitts a student from the homestead and with exception of be announced.
115-lt Adress Dent I. The J R WATKINS
Mrs. Mae Lawry. Mrs. Kate WARREN ST
CO Box 357. Newark. N J
115-118
Pemaquid. In the party were Mrs. French. Burial was in Warren U. of M. is substituting for Prin. a few years in MassacnusetU had Student Leaders
PIOS for sale at City Farm $3 each: I
Coombs. Mrs. Ada Payson and Mrs.
William Labe, Mrs. William Flint, cemetery. The bearers were Her R. W. Howell at the High School always resided in this town
also shoats at various prices
115-tf '
APPRENTICE wanted KATHARINE'S
The High School classes have Beulah spent Friday at Sea-All.
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Miss Marcia bert Thomas, John Teague. Oscar while the latter is attending the
•SHOATS for sale' GLEASON HILL , BEAUTY SHOP. Blake Block. Tel 1120
She was an honorary member of 1 elected these officers
Mrs. Marion Martin has been FARM Tel 4-5. Union
115-117 ' ______________________________ 115-117
American Legion Convention.
Blaney, Mrs. Willis Crowell, Mrs Starrett and Earle Moore.
Evening Star Grange, was secreSeniors — President, Sanford
.
substituting
as
teacher
of
Miss
HIGH school girl wanted to stay
AIR
tight
and
parlor
stoves
for
sale
Mrs.
Spear,
widow
of
Moses
R.
Mrs.
Clara
Jones
is
keeping
Lawrence Weston and Mrs. C. B
tary of the order for aa-.nv years, t |Ones; vice president. Norman
Priced right
MRS I J. PIERCE nlffh’t for company with young mar
Louise
Libby's
school,
during
her
Spear
was
born
in
this
town,
house for Mrs. Robert Spaulding.
Stahl.
I 'merook St.. Rockport
115-117 fled wt man. 129 RANKIN ST 115*117
giving up her work in 1924 whenijones; secretary-treasurer, HarLaura Stevens is employed at the her health failed and since then-* riett Wellman; charge of sale of few days absence.
Miss Mabel Mank has returned to daughter of David and Mary < Hof
MIDDlaE age dependable man want
COCKER spaniel pups for sale. Rea
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Maker re sonable price__ 17 TRINITY ST 114-118 ed for light farm work Must be good
Durham, N. H., after spending the fses i Starrett. She was graduated home ot Francis McGuire.
had devoted her time to her home candy. Gordan Sidellnger.
dry
milker Would like one to drive
turned Saturday from Rockland.
Mrs Fred A Young -it North Haven car but not necessary. State wages.
from the Warren Academy and
Vernon Silver has employment work and family.
Summer at her home here.
Juniors—President. Rodney Boyn
has a very desirable wood lot for sale j Write "C" care Courler-Gawtte
Members
of
the
“
Antiques''
met
Miss Winifred Knowles of Chel taught school for several years. She at Charlestown Navy Yard. His
________________________________ 115-117 _______________________________ 114-119
She leaves four children Inez ton; vice president Merna Whittier;
sea. Mass., is visiting Mrs. Jessie , was the oldest member of the Con- family will join him soon.
Fall Bargains In Real Estate
Cunningham of this town son Er secretary-treasurer, Frederic Len Monday with Mrs. Clyde Macintosh
MALE. Instruction.
We want to
at Camp Merrie Mac's at Shore
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley have nest Light and daughter Arabil
Achom.
I gregational Church, and attended
8-RG2M house. 2 baths, furnace, select reliable men nrw rniployed.
fest.
gara-e I'i seres land Buildings in ex- with fon sight, fair edwnHon and me
Mrs. Philip Avery who has been I faithfully when able. Up to the moved to Fulton Weed's rent.
Acres.
Guests
of
honor
were
Mrs.
Leonard, both of Camden. Blai.ch
Sophomore — President, Vernon
ce’len’ renalr. was *3500 now *2500
1 chanical inclinations willing to train
Ralph K. Barter with a party of Leigher of Appleton, a sister. Elrio. i Johnston; vice president, John Lillian Libby and Miss Etta Ames
guest of Miss Dora Gay returned last few weeks of her life she was
7-RC2M Cape Cod type house, stone spare time or evenings, to become In
Pequoit Tribe of Red Men met fireplace, electricity. 4 acres of land, stallation ond service experts on all
Friday to New York.
an exceptionally active woman. friends left Sunday to attend the Gilman of Chelsea, grandchildren London; secretary-treasurer, Geral
shore frontage, beautiful view of types Air Cjndltlonlng and Electric
Friday night at Camp Restless. long
Mrs. Kenneth Weston and infant ! ambitious and for that reason, American Legion Convention.
harbor and Islands, was *4000 now Refrigeration equipment Write fully,
nieces and nephews.
dine Jones.
*3000
Calderwoods
Neck.
After
the
meet

giving age. present occupation UTILI
Milo B. Clarke of Ellsworth was
son. Waite Wadsworth, returned overtaxed her strength in her later
Funeral services (private* were
Preshm tn — President. Patricia ing they enjoyed a corn roast.
SITUATED on No. 1 Highway Col- TIES INST . care Courler-Oaae tte
in town Sunday.
onlal
house
of
12
rooms,
gcod
repair
Friday from the Maine General j years.
_____
____ _________________ 115*117
held Sept. 15 and interment was I udwig; vice president, Frank
Steamed clams, mussels, doughnuts i electricity, barn. 80 acres land field
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmont Sturdee in Maple Grove cemetery in Wash
Hospital in Portland.
She leaves two sons, Wesley E..
RESPONSIBLE girl wanted, to care
Light;
secretary-treasurer,
pasture and timber, well situated for
Geraland
coffee.
for
4-year
old girl, part care of 4Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dalton are ' postmaster and Forrest, both of of Portland are visiting relatives ington. Flowers were many and
road side market, overnight guesU and
dine Lincoln.
months old baby upstairs house work.
oil station, was $3500 now $2775
A
weenie
roast
and
bonfire
was
on a vacation trip through the Bar this town; one brother. Henry S. here.
Year
round
position, away ln Winters.
beuatiful.
MODERN house of 7 rooms, practic
enjoyed Thursday on Lane's Island ally
TEL Georgetown 2-3.
714 116
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Bagley and
Starrett of San Diego. Calif.; four
new. /with 2-car garage $3200
Harbor section.
Progressive Guild
SEVERAL other rood buys $1200 up.
CONVALRSCENT“or elderly ladles
beach by Mrs. Elsie Ames, Mrs.
MATINICUS
Mrs. Joseph DeNapoli is visiting grandchildren and several nieces Mrs. James Stinson were recent
L A. THURSTON
wanted to board ln my modern home.
The annual meeting of the
visitors in Bangor.
Supt. F. H. Rowe of Warren visi Hazel Dyer. Mrs. Ida Dyer and Tel 1159.
Rockland NELLIE F GROTTON. 138 Camden St..
relatives in Revere, Mass. and also and nephews.
115-120
Tel. 1091-W
their
children.
109-tf
Methodist
Ladies
Guild
was
held
Miss
M.
Grace
Walker
and
Miss
Virginia
Shephard
has
returned
ted
the
school
Thursday.
attending the American Legion
Mrs. Ada Payson of Rockland was
at the vestry Wednesday with
Eda St. Clair entertained at din to Boston.
George Belcher and Oris Phil
Convention in Boston.
perfect playing condition, tuned and ' called for and delivered T J FLEMner Friday, Mrs. N. B. Eastman,
Mrs. Robert Spaulding and in members all present. The Guild brook were callers ir Rockland re weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. d?lLveLed _I25
conyenjent terms. ino. 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 107-112 tf
In Cause Of History
MAINE MUSIC
TEL 708 114-116 ,
Vinal Hopkins.
Miss Maud Eagles. Mrs. John Jen fant daughter are at the home of had earned during the past year cently.
DINING room set for sale, includ
Pemaquid Chapter, DA.R. met kins. and Robert Walker.
$143.29 and expended the same for
Miss Nathalie Smith returned
Mrs. Frank Jones.
Virginia Thompson is spending a
ing table, six chairs, buffet, china
Eaturday afternoon at the home of
| Saturday from Portland.
Mrs. Robert Walker returned
Mr. and Mrs. William Wicks. Mr. necessary repairs and furniture for fortnight with ner parents.
closet; also child's tricycle Bargain
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay with 35 Sunday from Waterville, where she and Mrs. Charles A. Barter. Mr. j
Mont Oakes who has been em- F K OARDNER 204 Rankin St Tel
1187-W
114*116
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
H
Foo.e
of
New
1
p[
0
y
e(
j
[
n
Aroostook
returned
Sat
members and guests present. Miss had been guest for the week at and Mrs. Floyd Barter and Mrs. j Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl. Miss Mina
FIVE-room furnished apt to let;
HARD wood for sale, per foot fitted flash, cellar, shed. DELIA YORK 111
Elizabeth Reed of Boothbay Har the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hall. John Annis spent Sunday with Mr. Woodcock and Mrs. Elizabeth York were weekend guest:, of Haz?l urday
*125: salt wood per foot fitted 8Sc Pleasant St
114-tf
Young.
|
____________
F K OARDNER Tel 1187-W 114*116
bor, regent of the Chapter presided.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Overlock and Mrs. Gilman Chatto at Roads Duchette at luncheon Friday.
LARGE front room to let. heated,
Orren Ames visited friends in MONARDA COUNCIL’S OUTING
OFFICE furniture for sale, type on street floor, nicely furnished
18
Roll Call was responded to with ex attended the Milliken-Young wed End.
Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl was hos
writer. couch, long table, law books Leland St . TEL 114-W_______ 115-117
cerpts from the Constitution. Tlie ding and reception Sunday at Lin
Ruth Harvey has employment in tess Thursday to the Ladies Aid Albion recently.
and supplies. TEI. 326 or call at 368
MODERN tenement to let at 50'i
Disciples of Pocahontas Have De Main St. over Vesper Leach store
business meeting concerned the colnville. The groom is a nephew of Roxbury.
Edith Thompson of Matinicus
at her home with picnic dinner at
114-116 Summer St Tel 253-M. A C McLOON.
lightful Evening At the Ames
marking of the graves of Revolu Mr. Overlock.
City____ _____________________ 115-tf
Donald McGuflie is assisting on noon. Those present were Susie and Joseph Wllsun of Camden
300 HALL Cross, first class laying
Farm
tionary soldiers.
THREE room furnished apartment
Newell Eugley, who has been ill the Cushman truck.
Holder. Lana Killeran. Cora Fog were united in marriage Sept. 18
pullets for sale, at *1 25: also potatoes
and vegetables MRS. OSCAR HOLM- to let Flush toilet (Hot water, piazza
A report of the State meeting three weeks is gaining slowly.
Dorothy Hutchinson is employed erty, Carrie Wallace. Hattie Orff, at Camden. They are spending
and
shed TEL. 15-W, 12 Knox St
113 115
Monarda Council. Degree of Po BERG, East Warren
which was held last week in Gar
115 tf
The Baptist Women’s Mission at the home of Mrs. Ralph Barter. Oladys Orff. Mina Woodcock. An a few davs on Matlnicus before go
SMALL
farm
for
sale.
20
minutes
cahontas made a sojourn Saturday ride from Rockland Seven-room house,
diner was given by Mrs. James Circle was well represented Mon
A pleas int. five room house, bath,
Mrs. Stella Greenlaw is visiting nie Rivers, Rose Wales. Carrie ing to Philadelphia.
electric
lights
to
let
at
,71
South
bath, large hen house and
Perkins of Boothbay Harbor. Mrs. day at the Conference held at the her son in Boston.
Geyer. Elizabeth Duchette, Flora
Elmo Crozier and son of Rock to Calderwood’s Neck where they electricity,
barn Eighteen acres land, wood lot. Main St.. City Address A W Dean.
Philip Corey of Damariscotta re Rockport Church. The sessions were
Charles Crockett of New York Maloney and daughter. Mrs. Edna land spent the weekend with Mr. enjoyed a corn roast and box lunch farming tools, etc. Near stores, school 3 Moody St , Waltham Mass 115 117
supper at the home of Mrs. Ella and church Will exchange for house
6-ROOM house to let on Pleasant
ported. as chairman of Historical! presided over by Mrs. Chester Wyl City has been visiting relatives Young of Thomaston. Mrs. Mary and Mrs. Ralph Philbrook.
on Route 1 between Rockport and St.. Rockport Sun porch, barn. '2
Ames.
Research principally in regard to j lie, president of the Conference,
here.
Seavey. Lena Seavey and Rev. and
Warren. L W BENNER
C. A. E. Long was a recent call
North i acre land: fruit trees WILLIAM MURThe evening was spent with Main 8t . City.
114-116 | RAY, Rockport.
114*116
the Hilton family, one of the oldest j Thirty-four members of the HoffMrs. Van Deman of Friendship,
er in Rockland.
BICYCLE, lady's, new. for sale Has I HOUSE to let. hot water heat, lights,
games and general sociability. One
in Lincoln County. Mrs. Jason I ses family gathered Sunday at the CUSHING
gear shift. Real bargain. *20 1 bath garage Ocean Ave Ingraham's
of the leading features was a one- added
Westerfield of Damariscotta spoke I home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
HAWKSWOOD. The Anchorage. Owls ] Hill MRS ORRIN SMITH Tel. 396-M
After an absence of 28 years
j act play entitled “The Hermit Head Tel. 1274 R
113*115 |______________________________ 115-117
on "A Quest for Antiques."
j Benner, Waldoboro for dinner and
Pearl Tolman of Weymouth, Mass,
Huntsman," presented by the vetBUNOALOW. three rooms, for sale
FURNISHED heated apartment to
The guest of honor and speaker of social afternoon. Present were Mr. who was a former resident was In
Ash Point
Reasonable. HARVEY let at 14 MASONIC ST._______ 114*116
! eran comedians W. H. Ingerson at
tlie afternoon was Mrs. H. P. J and Mrs. Ray Hofises of White
CLINE. JR. Ash Point
113*115
town recently accompanied by his
APARTMENT.
modern, first floor,
and Oeorge Swears, which was hil
Blodgett, State Historian of Rock- i Plains. N. Y.. Mrs. Susie Philbrook, daughter Margaet.
SIX-room house and garage for sale furnished . Or unfurnished, to let for
on
Camden
St
Bath,
lights,
hot
water
ariously
applauded.
Winter
or
longer.
Oarage 120 MAIN
land who addressed the gathering ' Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and
Price *1800
Can he paid for ST.. Thomaston
The Ladies' Aid was entertained
114*116
It is rumored that the playlet heat
on Historical Research.
Mr.s. I family. Mr. and Mrs. George Maras
rent.
V
F
STUDLEY,
Tel.
1154
or
recently by Rev. and Mrs. H. W.
HOUSE to let at 375 Broadway Flush
107-tf
was filched from the degree ritual 330. 283 Main St.
Blodgett was accompanied here by j tin and family, Mr. and Mrs. Hertoilet, electric lights. In good condi
Van Deman at the Methodist par
of the once famous Minx Club, but
tion. MRS E B SLEEPER. Tel 36
Mrs. Charles Rose. Regent of Lady bert Waltz, Mrs. Edwin Gammon sonage in Friendship.
equipped with heater and defroster.
112 tf
i
it
is
understood
that
no
charges
Knox Chapter of Rockland.
and daughter Avis, all of this town,
Will sell at a bargain. E O PHIL
Mrs. Mary Seavey will observe
ROOM to let at 9 GROVE ST Rcof plagiarism will be launched BROOK & SON. 632 Main St., Tel. sonable.
The Chapter voted to Join a union Mrs. Florence Ames, Mrs. Olive
113-115
97-tf
her 80th birthday Sept. 28 and
against Messrs
Ingerson and 466-W. City
composed of the Thomaston and Brasier, Miss Alice Oliver, Mrs.
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
Hard wood per foot, fitted. *150;
friends are planning to give her i
Swears.
land
St.
Inquire
SHATTER.
15
Rock
Rockland Chapters, meetings to be Mary Berg, Mrs. Doris Spear and a post card shower to celebrate.
Sswed, *140; long. *1.30. M B Az C O.
111-tf
106 tf land St. _
The corn roast and box supper PERRY. Tel 487.
held annually at ''Montpelier."
daughter, Jean of Thomaston, Mr. Her address is Warren, R.F.D. No.
HOUSE to let corner Linden and
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6’. round
I was a grand success. There were
Tea w'as served from a beautifully and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson and
Bath, furnace, lights.
center-board, galf-rlgged. new Suffolk Sts.
2.
cakes, pies and sandwiches galore, bottom,
Q. E GILLCHREST
appointed table graced by Fall flow Rolland Thompson, all of Friend
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HII.LS Rent reasonable
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Crie of
10 Dunn St Thomaston
109*115
119
Summer
Bt.,
City
69-tf
I
corn
on
the
cob,
corn
on
the
table,
ers. Hostesses assisting Mrs. Gay ship.
Rockland were
supper guests
FURNISHED, heated room $4 week.
D Ar H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
corn on the toes and corn on the
were Mrs. Charles Cowley of Wis
A joint meeting of the Baptist Thursday of Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl.
*14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel 330
ear. so everybody was pretty well *8
108-tf
casset, Mrs. Joseph Coffin of Edge- Church School Workers, gnd the
per ton. del Nut size New River soft
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson and
not
screened *9 ton del.; screened, *10
corned.
UURNTSiTED apt to let he.it. lights,
comb, Mrs. Frederick Burleigh, a Pastor's advisory board will be
ton del. M B Ar C. O. PERRY. £19 and water. 2 rooms and bath. $5 week.
Mrs. Emma Leach of West Rock
During the evening one of the Main
Summer resident of Edgecomb, held tonight at the Baptist par port were callers Sunday on Mina
St. Tel. 487.
106-tf FOSS HOUSE. Tl Park St.. Tel. 330.
ladies was taken with cornitis and
105-tf
Mrs. Jason Westerfield of Dam sonage, at 7 o'clock to consider A. Woodcock and Wednesday her
Doctor Boatshop Maker was called
FOUR-room furnished apt. elec, re
ariscotta, Mrs. James B. Perkins of among other business that of the
callers were Mrs. Alice Blacking
frigerator. automatic heat and hot
to attend the case. After making PARK THEATRE
Boothbay Harbor and Mrs. Harry church school advance program.
water Tel. 318 W. MRS. FRO3T 106-tf
ton and daughter, Mrs. Kathleen
Charlie Chan, charming Oriental
an examination he decided that
Clifford of Damariscotta, vice-re
"Remember Jonah,” will be the Spear of Rockland, also Rev. and
the leg must be amputated. He im detective, Is at his astute best to
gents of Pemaquid Chapter poured. sermon topic Wednesday at 7.30 for
Mrs. Donald F. Perron and sons
mediately got to work and the night and tomorrow at Park The
the mid-week service at the Bap of Thomaston.
limb was removed with but little atre in “The Wax Museum" mysery
When heavy rainstorms caused tist Church.
The Ladies’ Aid supper Wednes
difficulty but quite much to the story, the problems falling finally
YARN We are prepared to make
the collapse of tents sheltering
Mrs. J. Herbert Cope, formerly day with Mrs. Lana Killeran house
wool Into yam Write for prices.
surprise of Doc Boatshop himself. into line under his skilled reason your
earthquake refugees at Colon, Pan of Burma, where her late husband keeper, was well attended. The
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLIMT,
ing.
The Ames Farm proved a de
Harmony. Me.
104 115
ama, lt was disclosed that nine was missionary for 30 years, was usual good time was enjoyed and
The Thursday feature Ls "Pier 13"
light spot to hold the powwow and
REMOVE your wall paper the modern
persons had been living for weeks guest speaker Sunday morning at the sum of $15.05 was realized.
way
Rent
our
steamer.
H.
H
CRIE
Mrs. Ames, though the oldest lady an action-filled, vigorous modern & CO. 328 Main St. Tel. 205 112-117
in one small tent.
the Baptist Church telling as inMrs. Mary Robbins entertained
In the council Is still one of Its play set on New York's exciting
MEN, Women! Oct Pep Raw Oyster
Stimulants, tonics In Ostrex tablets
live wires and took an active part waterfront.
often
needed after 40 by bodies lack
terestlng story of her work and
Fast-on-the-trigger Lloyd No ing Iron,
in the evening's sociabilities, fully
calcium, phosphorus, Iodine,
later and in further detail to the
lan
and
qu,ick-on-the-comeback
living
up
to
her
usual
reputation
Vitamin
B-l Get 35c size todav. Call,
BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
write C H MOOR Az CO. and all other
assembled church school.
Lynn
Bari
head
the
fine
featured
as
an
ideal
hostess.
good drug storm
109*117
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Mrs. Abbie Stickney will have
The tribesmen and their squaws cast (which also Includes lovely
Very Easy Terms
Vour Old Stove Taken in Trade
charge of the public dinner to be
left for home at 12.30 pronouncing Joan Valerie and menacing Doug
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
served Wednesday at the E. A. I
George Murphy's and Brenda Joyce’s riotous romance starts like this the affair as one of the season's las Powley.
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
Starrett Auxiliary, S U V. Members | in Elia Maxwell’s "Public Deb No. 1," 20th Century-Fox comedy, and it’s greatest events.
WORK WONDERS
98-tf
not solicited will furnish sweets.
spanking good fun from start to finish!
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Walter H. Ingerson
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' truth, beauty, goodness, and har- the sheep. At first he chuckled, then Mind and that man. or true exist
mony. ‘To discover this world,” he laughed, and finally roared in ence, is Mind’s infinite Idea.
Tnus one can see that what ls
said, “lt is necessary to go far deeper amusement. Looking up in surprise,
I than the physical senses are able the lion who believed himself to be called the human body does not
on
to go. On the surface of things, we a sheep asked why all the roaring affect one's thinking as much as
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston,
see prejudice, suffering, and wicked ‘Who wouldn’t roar,” came the re one’s thinking affects the body, as
Christian Science
ness; but lf we go deep enough, joinder, "at the sight of a lion graz well as all other phases of human
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
there is truth everywhere; lf we go ing with sheep?" Unaware of his experience, Including one’s home,
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
Entitled
deep enough, there ls beauty every feline ancestry, the young Hon one’s business, one’s country, and
even one's world. We are not In
stoutly
insisted
that
he
was
not
a
where;
if
we
go
deep
enough,
there
Christian Science: A’Satisfy
is goodness everywhere; if we go lion, but a sheep, and then resumed them, as we may have believed, but : When do you suppose (lie china ,
teaspoon soda, 2 tablespoons butthey are ln us,—that Is, in what we inanufacturers will start making j ter, 3 tablespoons flour, 1 quart
deep enough, there is harmony bis grazing.
ing Religion
Not to be silenced, however, the call our mind or consciousness. How
everywhere. Because the world of
physical sense ls by Its very nature older lion challenged the younger to important, then, that one's point of soup tureens again? The old tur- milk.
Ly
Place tomatoes, sliced onion, bay
an artificially built-up and make- follow him to a near-by pool of water view be found more and more on eens are almost impossible to find
believe world, the best It can do is ln which he could see his reflection the side of the spiritual, the good, i . . . we've hunted and we know . . . leaf, sugar, salt and pepper ln
Robert Stanley Ross, C. S. B.
to direct our gaze toward the world and thereby learn what he really and true! Mrs. Eddy makes this yet soup, chowder or stew Is one of j saucepan and cook for about 15
of New York City
was. Accepting the challenge, the clear on page 208 of Science and the nation’s favorite dishes at minutes. Press mixture through a
of reality and truth."
Although the dean's words Indi one followed the other to the pool. Health, where she writes: "A mate lunch or dinner. And so much more I sieve and add the soda. Melt butM.mb.i ul Ibr Buard ol Lac'iamklp of
cate clearly a tendency toward the Looking ln again and again, the rial body only expresses a material fun dipped from a big tureen with j ter in double boiler, add flour and
The M.tbei Churili. Ibe Eltil Chur.b of
Chn.l. Stienliit in Bu-tuo. M.»*»,h>i»«lt.
truth of being, they do not reveal— young lion, at first Incredulous, was and mortal mind. A mortal man a glittering silver ladle Into deep I mix well. Add milk gradually and
as only Christian Science can—the eventually compelled to admit that possesses this body, and he makes
divine Principle of “truth, goodness, he was not a sheep, but a lion. Once it harmonious or discordant accord- soup plates or bowls. Soup served cook, stirring constantly until
Hen. Charles M. Richardson, pre
beauty, and harmony," which he and convinced, he went back to bid a Ing to the Images of thought Im- j this way seems more of a meal and, thickened. Add the tomato mix
pressed upon lt. You embrace your if it's good soup, you'll pass up for ture and reheat Serves six.
others are seeking.
siding at the Sunday night lecture
fond farewell to his friends the
Nevertheless, a helpful Illustration sheep, and then disappeared Into the body in your thought, and you seconds. Toasted English muffins Josie’s Sweet Potato Pie
at the First Church of Christ, Sci
delineate upon lt thoughts of
can be deduced from the educator's Jungle, never to reappear. The moral should
or hot rolls and a salad are all
entist, on Brewster street, city, pre
health, not of sickness."
Two cups mashed sweet potatoes,
remarks.
If,
on
a
clear
day,
you
that's needed and then the family
sented the distinguished lecturer ln
was that man is never what belief
What have heretofore seemed to
1 cups sugar. *4 cup Land O' Lakes
were to look toward the eastern says he ls, but always what he is;
these words:
be material persons, circumstances, can really enjoy a good, hearty
horizon at dawn, the sense of sight namely, spiritual, Godlike, perfect.
Indtan iButler> 2‘* CUPR Letted milk, 3
In behalf1 of First Church of
and things, Christian 8cience un cool-weather dessert
Utilization of Law
would say that the sun is rising. If
pudding
with
ice
cream,
deep
dish eggs, dash of nutmeg and cassia, 2
Christ, Scientist, Rockiand. Maine
covers
as
states
and
stages
of
belief.
Notwithstanding the important you were to look toward the western
Enlightenment that Heals
They are never “over there,” but apple pie, hot gingerbread with tablespoons lemon Juice.
I extend to you a very cordial wel
part which scientific discoveries have horizon at dusk, the sense of sight
Bell potatoes, mash and put
Similarly, owing to man's sup always “here”—ln individual con whipped cream or apple tarts and
come.
played ln the record of our time, noth would say that the sun is setting. In posed
from the Father- sciousness. Accordingly, we can al cheese and coffee. We can't help through strainer. Add lemon Juice
ing has been revealed that has not neither case, however, would sense Motherseparation
It is recorded in the Gospel of
Principle, or true source of ways change what seem to be objec
and sugar. Beat eggs, add milk to
always been possible. All the con testimony be telling the truth. Why? being, which
Convincing Evidence
Matthew that Christ Jesus said.
ls omnipresent Spirit, tive conditions by dealing with them wishing they'd start making soup eggs and then add to first mixture.
stituents
of
these
useful
wonders
tureens again.
Because
the
sun
has
never
risen
and
“Come unto me, all ye that labour
mankind
are
ignorantly
believing
subjectively,
ln
the
realm
of
thought,
Now, my friends, perhaps you also have always been present, even
Add spices and last stir In the
and are heavy laden, and I will give are longing for a satisfying religion. though unknown. For example: Two the sun will never set. That which lliat God’s Ideas, or children, are —by
progressively
surrendering
Meantime we’ll pass along a few
melted butter. Bake In one crust
seems
to
be
the
sun
rising
ln
the
mortals,
living
ln
a
material
world,
finite,
three-dimensional
beliefs
to
you rest. Take my yoke upon you Perhaps you also are wondering persons—one of them familiar with
favorite soup recipes. Potato Puree
east and setting ln the west ls the
and learn of me; for I am meek and whether, after all. there ls available the development of modern research earth turning on its axis from west snd subject to materia! law. But, the infinite Mind called God, to ls really delicious, hot and savory J with lattice top, half an hour an
to Mary Baker Eddy, we now whom only spiritual good ls occur
i hour In a hot oven. Brush crust
lowly in heart: and ye shall find to mankind a religion which, like that —could be standing side by side, but to east. Therefore, in order to un thanks
and sprinkled with chopped pars
have the mirror of Christian Sci
rest un'.o your souls. For my yoke of the Master, satisfies the reason, only the one would be aware of any derstand what ls actually taking ence, Into which we may look and ring everywhere, all the time.
ley. Fresh Cream of Tomato Soup with milk before baking.
the sorrowing, and method sense of dominion over the supposed place, one would have to reject sense
is easy and my burden is light.” comforts
ls a treat you may have forgotten 1 Sherried Pumpkin Pie
learn
what
God's
man
really
Is
—
ically heals sickness and wrongdoing,
Some Helpful Hints
Mary Baker Eddy, the Discoverer discouragement and failure, want density and power of matter, a do testimony. Not the phenomenon, not a mortal, but an immortal: not
lately. (Better have toasted cheese
Three eggs, beaten. *4 cup gran
minion which the other might but only the misleading human sense the subject, object, or victim of ma
Now, this so-called mind or mate muffins with this and mixed green
and Pounder of Chrirstian Sci and woe To you and others who wholly lack. What would be the
ulated sugar, % cup brown sugar,
rial
sense
may
be
suggesting
that
of
lt,
would
have
to
be
changed
ln
terial
sense,
but
the
carefree
Idea
of
ence writes in the Christian Science may be similarly situated, we offer a cause of this difference? Would lt order to arrive at the truth.
you are afraid; that you believe that salad). Deerfoot Vegetable Chowder % teaspoon ginger. ‘4 teaspoon
divine Mind, God.
textbock “Science and Health with loving recommendation. If received not be Ignorance—Ignorance which 1
evil has power But God ls omni is one of best beloved soups, and cinnamon. *4 teaspoon nutmeg, *4
The healing power which accom present
Unreliable Testimony
Key to the Scriptures iPref. vii) and acted upon In the same spirit, lt would deprive one of the enlighten- 1
Truth; hence, ln Him there then there's Country Fare Cana- teaspoon salt, 2*4 cups canned
panies this spiritual enlightenment
“The time for thinkers has come. will surely lift the burden of doubt ment which education would afford
Now. since material sense cannot was beautifully Illustrated in a re Is no fear, nothing to be afraid of, dian Cheese Soup we gave you last pumpkin, lt4 cups cream, *4 cup
(rom your hearts. It will surely dis the other?
Truth, independent of doctrines and pel all question aa to the present
be relied upon to tell the truth even cent case. It was that of an elderly and no mortals susceptible to fear week
sherry, pastry for one crust.
Now, the facts relating to material
time-honored systems, knocks at availability of the divine power to discoveries Illustrate spiritual truths. about the things that are seen, how woman who for thirty-five years had nor any other frailty. It may be argu
Seme night when you plan a
Une pie plate with plain pastry
much less can lt be relied upon to been suffering from a particular ing that you are critical or criticized,
the portal of humanity.—Ignorance help and heal and save.
Spirit, God, ls omnipresent. The law tell the truth about things that are
light dinner dazzle the family witli and flute standing rim. Combine
hateful
or
hated.
But
God
ls
Infinite
of Ood is no longer the steppingAnd what may our recommenda of omnipresent Spirit ls therefore not seen, namely, the rea’ or spirit bodily ailment. She said that she Love; hence everything ln His uni a rich, sherry-wine ''spiked” pump eggs, sugar, salt and spices; grad
stone to faith. The only guarantee tion be? Simply this: As a prelude available at all times for help and ual universe, Including spiritual liad spent a fortune ln her search verse ls loving, lovable, and beloved. kin pie we have for you today. Serve ually stir in cream, then add pump
of obedience Is a right apprehen to reading Science and Health healing. And yet, owing to human man! Recognizing this, Jesus said, for healing by material means. But. It may be arguing that you are con- lt Just warm with wedges of good kin and sherry. Turn Into pastryInstead of getting better, she said
sion of Him whom to know aright throughout, turn to and read the ignorance, this law ls generally un “Judge not according to the appear that she grew steadily worse. While
lined plate and bake ln a hot oven
chapter thereof. In this known and therefore unapplied. ance. but judge righteous judg
is Life eternal. Though empires closing
P" • 480 degrees F.) for 10 minutes; re
chapter, which ls entitled “Fruit Through Mrs. Eddy's discovery of ment.” He knew on the one hand, listening to a lecture on Christian Mind. hence. HU llkeniu. men, el- 111 “« “ "»*• »<
fall "the Lord shall reign forever." age,” you will find one hundred Christian Science, however, man
Science, however, she was suddenly ways knows what should be done and or mlnce tarts with cheese tpo, Isn't duce heat to 350 degrees P. and
Among the many beautiful and pages of authenticated testimonies kind ls learning how to utilize the that Spirit Is the only presence, sub and completely healed. When asked expresses the Intelligence and abil , it? And how about Sweet Potato bake 20 to 25 minutes longer, or
stance, and power He knew, on the what specific truth lt was that ac
instructive activities of the Chris pulsating with the joy and gratitude law of Infinite Spirit, which ls om other hand, that so-called sense
ity with which to do It.
Pie with the lattice crust and mel- until knife comes out clean when
tian Science movement Mary Baker of persons who were healed by nipresent but humanly Invisible, as testimony refers only to matter, and complished the healing, she said lt
This false sense may be suggest- low. creamy, delicately spiced fill inserted ln center of custard.
was
at
that
point
in
the
lecture
law
must
always
be.
It
ls
teaching
lng
that
your
eyesight
ls
dim
or
your
Eddy established a Board of Lec Christian Science, either mentally
that matter, whether seemingly bad when she realized clearly for the
ing?
Deerfoot Chowder
Impaired But sight and
tureship and we are privileged to o. morally, physically or financially, that the mighty, unseen power of God or seemingly good, ls untrue, be
first time that man ls not a mortal, hearing
Let's get to free books we can
Is
always
at
hand
and
that
every

hearing
must
abide
ln
Infinite
One-half cup salt pork, cut in
day to have one of its members ad and. ln most Instances, after other where -t can be understood and cause lt denies the allness of God. It either sick or well, with or without Spint; nence. they are as omnipres offer first Send for the Nestle
dress us and I take great pleasure means had fat ed. They were cases successfully applied by those who would have us accept the fatal error pain, but—ln the likeness of God- ent as God. They have nothing to cookie recipe book, the Knox book shreds. 1 medium-sized onion, 1
that there ls something besides the Incorporeal. Inorganic, spiritual.
in introducing to you Mr. Robert that would be looked upon, outside are spiritually awake and lovingly everywhereness of Spirit.
do with organized matter, either lets including the “more endur medium-sized potato, 2 cups boil
obedient to divine law.
Stanley Ross. CSB of New York of Christian Science, as hopeless.
gooo or bad. They are as permanent ance" pamphlet, Mrs Knoxs 55- ing water, 2 cups canned corn. 2
Accordingly,
that
which
seems
to
Modus
Operandi
Illustrated
Here are a few of the healings
cups milk, 2 tablespoons flour, 2
and Indestructible as Spirit They
City. His subject is "Christian Sci
be
a
material
world
and
mortal
man.
recorded therein, rheumatism, as- j
Many years ago (obviously, be are safe ln the heavenly Father's page book of recipes and "Be Fit— teaspoons cold water, 1*4 cups
A Biblical Illustration
ence—A Satisfying Religion."
Christian Science uncovers as
Not
Fat"
book
of
low
caloric
recipes.
tigmatism, hernia, catarrh, pulmo- i
fore I knew anything about Chris keeping Is not the reflection of all• • • •
In the second book of Kings there false sense or material misrepresen tian Science), I attended the public
Then we'd adore sending you the canned tomatoes. 1 teaspoon sugar.
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recipe book All yours free for the
Interest ln the things of 8plrlt?
one who understands lt well enough the divine ever-presence means to subjects, could not be controlled by
tbe potato and boiling water and
asking
There ls a reason for everything; blindness, deafness, eczema, unhap to utilize It ln behalf of oneself and you and me an unfolding sense of the mental manipulator, simply be must be changeless also!
If personal sense ts whispering
there must be a reason for this piness. bad disposition. Insanity, In others. An Israelitish Slav-- girl, who health, happiness, and peace. Hence cause. as he explained, they refused
If you’ll send five Kre-mel Sur cook until tender. Add corn and
What is lt? Is lt not because Chris fidelity, alchohollsm, tobacco habit, waited upon Naaman's wife, told her Christian Science ls not presuming to “think about nothing.” On the that man ls materia) and that false prise book fronts to Kremel Sur milk, thicken with flour blended
tian Science affords a healing refuge and criticism. Similar authenti mistress that Naaman, who was to change or Improve the real uni other hand, a young man of my appetite and other forms of sensual prise. P O Box 72. Boston. Mass, with cold water and add the to
for those who are hopekssl: afraid, cated testimonies will be found commander of the king's army and a verse, nor the real man, but to cor acquaintance, who willingly yielded ity are natural, you can turn the Ue
mato heated with the sugar, soda
sick, discouraged, and ln want? Is lt weekly in the Christian Science Sen- j leper, could be healed of leprosy by rect the wrong or material seme his mentality to the hypnotist's sug upon Itself ln the awareness that or to Marjorie Mills. Yankee Net and seasonings last. Serves six.
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not because, even though all mate tinet, and monthly ln The Christian a particular prophet who resided ln about them Writing on page 298 ot gestions. suddenly found himself be
mality, for man Is incorporeal, hence
rial means have failed. Christian Science Journal.
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■ Israel. Hearing this, Naaman's king Science snd Health Mrs Eddy savs lieving that he was trying to save inorganic; he is spiritual, hence sin station, you'll have a stunning
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The Amazing Book
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When John the Baptist wondered
can bear witness only to Truth. To person ln grave danger.
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for Messiah, he sent two of his dis lshlng fact that every case recorded unaware ot the availability of divine real until this sense ls corrAted by struggle to save himself, one might ls omnipresent, changeless Life
Accepting the fact of man's like box fronts.
Coffee
ciples to the Master with the ques In those hundred pages was healed law, protestlngly exclaimea, “Am I Christian Science."
have been deceived Into trying to ness to the Infinite and. In the fore
tion, "Art thou he that should come solely as the result of reading with God, . . . that this man doth send
And this ls that last week to get
I.UIM’h
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replied by pointing to his works,
Burry's Blx
On the other hand, when the however, lies In the human disin no man needed to be rescued from sent itself at the door of conscious have a big full box of Burry's
saying. "Go and shew John again read. Could there be more convinc
water, for 'her'1 war no such water
Applesauce
those things which ye do hear and ing argument in support of the prophet Elisha, who clearly under clination to abandon this trouble and no such man. Human conscious ness, we can progressively put off Crisp Brown Blx Just say to your
Cookies
see: the blind receive their sight, claim that Science and Health Is stood the omnipresence of good, some belief in matter. If we are not ness needed merely to be awakened the so-called "old man" and become | grocer you want to be put on his
more and more aware of the “new list, and then at Oeorge Burry's
Tetley Tea
which
and the lame walk, the lepers are an Inspired volume? Will the heard the request, he was undis holding on to a belief tn bad matter
man" or true selfhood. Writing In expense you'll receive a big free
cleansed, ana the deaf hear, the prayerful perusal of any othei known turbed and confident. He was as
Dinner
causing the man to believe that he
dead are raised up, and the poor book enable one systematically .to sure of his ability to heal that matter; hence, the continued human was what and where he was not. II Corinthians (3:18), Paul says box of these delightfully fresh and
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And blessed ls he. whosoever shall called Incurable disease? Again, law as a mathematician would be ence. This was well Illustrated when hypnotic delusion, he would find ln a glass the glory of the Lord, arc Crackers, called Burry's Blx
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It is as if he had said: These peo- L* order to prove that the author of numerical mistake by the applica to extricate his closed han< (rom control and freedom.
Potato Puree
of the Lord." And on page 126 ol
French Dressing
pie were sick and ln trouble. Neither this book must have been uncom tion of matnematical law. Was not the family sugar bowl. Recognizing
One quart milk. 3 good-sized po
Science and Health. Mrs Eddy as
this difference, though far more Im quickly that the occasion presented
•Josie's Sweet Potato Pie
prevailing systems of religion nor monly close to God?
Daydream of Material Sense
sures us that “mortality will cease tatoes, 2 slices onion, 114 teaspoons
If, however, the unprejudiced lis portant, comparable to the differ an opportunity for teaching a help
Coffee
medicine were capable of healing
Similarly, because the world at when tnan beholds himself as Ood's salt, 2 tablespoons butter. 2 table
them, although they must have had tener should s’lll question the divine ence between one who understands ful lesson, the mother told the boy
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mother, “It ls plain to be seen that
evidence of what constitutes prac
As numerical mistakes can be cor Rub through sieve. Scald milk
the Finnish Church will be held
tical, workable, satisfying religion? by beginnings, either small or great, Invariable. Although Invisible, lt u you cannot have both the sugar and dream of material sense, and not rected only by human obedience to
actually practicing divine healing In comprehensible and ever available.
your freedom You must surrender from supposed realities calling them mathematical law, so the discords of with onion and add to potatoes. Thurrday at 7.30 o'clock. Dona
obedience to the Master's command,
And so, Christian Science is prov either the one or the other " After selves sickness and unhappiness, un earthly experience can be corrected Thicken with butter and flour tions of farm products are wel
Impressive Inrident
"Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, ing. as Elisha proved later by heal thoughtfully surveying the situation employment and poverty, discour only by human obedience to divine rubbed together and add seasoning. comed from friends Refreshments
Recently a young man applied for raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ing Naaman. that there ts nothing for a moment or two, the child let agement and failure, disaster and law, the law of Infinite Spirit, the
will be served All are Invited.
mysterious about the law of spirit go the lumps of sugar; then his hand death, that human consciousness law of present spiritual perfection. Cream of Tomato Soup
membership ln a local Christian ye have received, freely give.”
ual healing. Its rules can be under was free.
needs to be saved. The basic error The promises of the Bible are In
Science church. During the custom
Two cups canned tomato, 1 small
stood and sure results obtained
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
ary examination, he told the mem
Is not the predicament of man 1s never person, place, nor thing, but separable from this obedience.
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bership committee that he had gone
Christ Jesus makes It plain that 1 teaspoon salt, % teaspoon pepper, sified offers
During Its comparatively brief his derstanding. Mrs. Eddy refers to kind as a whole similar to that
from one denomination to another tory, Christian Science and Its Dis
of the little boy? In one way or ing as such ln order mentally to de adherence to rellirlous ceeds, doc
in what seemed to him to be a fruit coverer and Founder have been sub this prayer as follows, on page 12 of another, Is not our closed hand In ceive and mislead mankind. Ac trines, or opinions however sincere
less search for God. Finally he had jected to the persecution which Science and Health: It is neither the sugar bowl of material sense? cordingly, the axe ol Truth must it may be, will never bring about the
turned to Christian Science and awaits, In one form or another, Science nor Truth which acts If we are not holding on to a belief always be aimed at the root of the needed change from a material to a
there had found that for which he every pioneer departure from cus through blind belief, nor ls tt the in sick matter, may we not be hold tree; that ls, this suppoaed malicious spiritual point of view. And yet,
had longed, namely, a satisfying tomary belief, especially when taken human ui.derstandl.ig of the divine ing on to a belief tn well matter? mind or basic claim tc existence without this change, no one can rea
religion.
ln the realm of religion. Neverthe healing Principle as manifested ln If we are not holding on to a belief apart from Infinite Spirit or Mind sonably expect to reach that har
When the committee asked the less, It can be truthfully said, even at Jesus, whose humble prayers were ln material pain, may we not be called God, must be cut down by monious state of consciousness to
applicant why he felt so sure, he this early date, that, of all the ques deep and conscientious protests of holding on to a belief ln material divine Science. If one ls to enjoy a which he Master relerred as the
answered that lt was because he tions knocking for admittance at Truth,—of man's likeness to God pleasure? Surely, the one ls as un harmonious sense of things ln hu kingdom oi heaven.
had found ln Christian Science a the door of human consciousness, and of .nan's unity with Truth and real and misleading as the other! man experience.
Writing on page 26 of Science
Therefore, Instead of trying to and Health, Mrs. Eddy says, "Our
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only a meager grasp of the subject, conversation. No longer can one look
Principle of al! real being which he
he said that he had overcome a upon oneself as a well-informed per seen; it Is this law of the unity and cally and financially, we must re hear; Instead of trying to change taught ind practised. His proof of
number of physical difficulties. He son unless one knows something perfection of God and the real man. move our hand from the sugar bowl matter that has a malignant growth Christianity was r.o form or system
into matter that has not a malig of religion and worship, but Chris
had even been led to employment firsthand and authentic about Chris that must be Invoked ln every true of material sense; we must let go.
| Christian Science treatment.
nant growth, and matter that ls tian Science, working out the har
tian Science.
unemployed into matter that ls mony of Ltfe and Love"—setting
Man Is Immortal
And surely, ln order to acquaint
employed, Christian Science alms himself and others free mentally
EAST LIBERTY
A Make-believe World
oneself with any subject, one would
Now, this misleading sense of
Mr. ond Mrs. Lercv Davis. Mrs j naturally appeal to tne
ag0 Pau, wrote -we look things says that man is mortal, liv primarily to dispel the sense-dream and morally, physics lly and eonomthe teacning
teaching oi
of
Kervin Rogers and George W. Me- its foremost exponent; one would not at the 'things which are seen ing in a material world, and subject of organized matter. It accomplishes ically.
this by stimulating human obedi
Because It ls based upon divine
Lain called Sunday on Mr. Rogers naturally resort to the writings of . j>ut at
things which are not to material law; whereas the exact
•> ,h, v„mn, Hospital !„ To.u, | «•
S^’ZFSi^ seen: for the things which are seen opposite must be the case, lf Spirit ence to the law of Infinite good, to Principle, which abldcth forever and
the allness. everywhereness, and on- leadeth the spiritually obedient Into
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burkett of tian Science ls expounded originally, are temporal; but the things which Is true and material sense a liar, as liness of Spirit. This obedience pro all l-uth, Christian Science Is man
Bible ays. Accordingly, Chris gressively reveals the truth that the
Union were visitors Sunday at W. fully, and finally ln the writings of are not seen are eternal." If, then, the
that which ls seen ls a sick body, a tian Science declares that, rightly man of God's creating ls not a mor kind s best friend and true cornforte-. It Ir capable of answering
L. Grant's.
Mary Baker Eddy, who, under God's discordant home, a falling business, considered, man Is immortal, living
Martel A. McLain is home on a directing, was spiritually prepared lack of employment, or a harmful ln Infinite Spirit (the kingdom of tal, either good or bad, sick or well, every question, solv'ng every prob
old
or
young,
poor
or
rich,
employed
weeks vacation from East Gardner, to carry out this divine commission. habit, the need is to see it as tem- heaven), and subject only to spirit or unemployed, alive or dead, but lem and supplying every need. Why,
then should anyone hesitate longer
Obviously, the healing power of di j poral, unreal, powerless, because lt ual law. If that Is the truth (and it
Mass.
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not
of
God,
good.
When
faced
by
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Adams successfully only by those who are
-Incorporeal, Inorganic, spiritual.
that which seems to be. the Chris lt? Never will man be other than he This revelation Imparts the spiritual library or the nearest Christian Sci
have returned to their work in New loving and true.
ence Reading Room and asking for
tian Scientist resolutely turns his Is now; namely, the image and like power that heals.
Hampshire alter having spent a
a copy of Mrs Eddy's notable book?
The world's discoverers have been thought to that which ls. He prayer ness of Spirit. To be rid of this false,
Science and Health has healed oth
the world's benefactors, because fully looks at the things which are personal sense of existence calling
week at their home here.
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
Only One Mind
ers; lt can heal you. Owing to the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Adams re their work has helped mankind to not seen by material sight, even to Itself an unhappy, diseased, unem
In other words, Christian Science spiritual light which this unique
cently went to Arlington, Vt., where abandon limited for less limited God, Spirit, and to man tn His ployed, poverty-stricken, dying mor
ent,
they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
of view. But Mary Baker Image and likeness, who is Incor tal, one has only to obey more and ls teaching mankind that the spirit volume throws upon the teachings
they have employment. They were points
Eddy's discovery of the divine Prin poreal, ino.'ganlc, spiritual: hence, more Mrs. Eddy's Inspired counsel ual power to overcome material be of the Bible, Mrs. Eddy has estab
good first impressions.
accompanied as far as Everett, ciple underlying the healing works
free, always safe, always at on page 201 of Science and Health, lief—whatever its manifestation may lished that for which all the world
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of reality and that, accordingly, they from Its mother. After much wan the basis that God, Infinite good, ls son air raid shelter and presented
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
er and other pupils.
world of this discovery ls already In have not yet heard the opening dering ln the African wilds, the cub the only Mind, and that man ls not It to the nation as a gift, has none
Dr. Ralph Howes has returned calculable. It ls leavening with good theme of the great symphony of be came upon a clearing where there a mortal, either Imperfect or per for himself.
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A Lecture

ln tne miasi oi woria-wiae unem
ployment. Having proved this divine
Principle to be demonstrable ln some
ways, he said he was convinced that
it was demonstrable ln all ways.
To be sure, those who apply for
membership ln the Christian Science
church are not required to express
their convictions tn the foregoing
nor any other fixed terms. Never
theless. this applicant's conclusions
were Impressive. They showed that
he had grasped early one of the
basic, vital facts about this new and
yet old religion; for truly Christian
Science is based upon invariable,
ever-available, divine Principle, and
this Principle ls demonstrated ac
cording to rule.
Writing on pages 146 and 147 of
the Christian Science textbook.
“Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures," Mary Baker Eddy,
the Discoverer and Founder of
Christian Science, says: “Divine
metaphysics is now reduced to a
system, tq t form comprehensible by
and adapted to the thought of the
age in which we live. This system
enables the learner to demonstrate
the divine Principle, upon which
Jesus’ healing was based, and the
sacred rules for its present applica
tion to the cure of disease.”

Science and Health Mrs. Eddy says,
“Jhe effect of this Science is to stir
the human mind to a change of
base, on which it may yield to the
harmony of the divine Mind
To Illustrate: A year or more ago,
a retired newspaper man (he was
not a Christian Scientist) told me
that at one time he lived ln a sub
urban community, a particular group
of whose residents were noted for
gossiping and other phases of evil
speaking. Suddenly, however, he
realized that a great change for the
better was taking place. Upon In
quiry, he learned that one of the
group had been healed by Christian
Science after ordinary medical
means had failed Impressed by this
healing, observing neighbors were
turning to Christian Science also
Then a Christian Science church
sprang up. Eventually the commu
nity became an outstandingly har
monious and progressive one, and my
for r newspaper friend said that
he
rlbuted lt mainly to the heal
ing iniluence of Mrs. Eddy's teachthg.
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Jeannine Is Seven Years Old

Mrs. Myra Giles, who has been
employed in Rockland, is now car
ing for Mrs. Mildred Holmes, who
returned Friday from the New
««««
England Baptist Hospital in Rox
UUA G CHAMPNOT
bury, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamlin have
Correspondent
Mrs. W. H. Harms and son Wil
returned from a visit with Mr. and
ftftftft
liam. noted pianist, who have been
Mrs. J. E. Passon at Southwest Har
Tel. 223# '
Summering in town, returned last
bor. Jackie Passon is recovering
week to Philadelphia.
from a recent appendix operation
Louis Yattaw of Camden is build
ana is tiow home from the hospi
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill,
tal.
who. enroute from a tour of Can ing a house on the Yattaw lot, for
ada. were visitors last week at the j merly owned by Capt. Simon H.
T.H E. Club met last night with home of Mr. and Mrs. James Miller I Wall, on West street, which he will
Mrs. Albert Havener at Crescent returned Saturday to Methuen,) occupy as a residence.
The Felix Salmonds have returned
Beach, prizes in bridge going to Mass.
Mrs. Dan iPaulitz and Mrs. E. C
Tlie Methodist Junior Ladies' Aid j to New York city, after spending
Bocdy. Mrs. Louis Cook won the Held a successful fcod sale Saturday the Summer at the Stone House,
Mechanic street.
travel prize.
at tlie Regatta Office.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maker of
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody were daughter Dorothy of Roxbury, spent Clark Island were guests Monday
hosts Friday night to A. H. Newbert the weekend at the home of Mr. of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw.
The condition of Capi. Earnest L.
Association, at their Crescent Beach and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee. Mr. Reed
cottage.
Beano and bridge were Joined them here Monday, coming Torrey, who is a patient at Ccmenjoyed during the evening spent to attend the funeral services for munity Hospital, shews a decided
socially, following a picnic supper Mrs. Reed’s mother, Mrs. Minnie improvement.
Miss Peggy Yattaw has employ
There were 42 present. The meet Weed.
ment at Clark Island.
ing Oct. 18 will be held at the cot
The annual hare and hound chase
tage of Mr. and Mrs. George St.
and freshman reception took place
EARTH'S TREASURES
Clair. Crescent Beach.
Friday night. Following the trail
I For The Courler-Oazette j
as laid out by the sophomores, the
little river Is flowing
Mrs. Earle Ludwick and Mrs. I freshmen arrived at Sherman's The
Under blankets ot misty down.
Crosby Ludwick ivent Saturday to1 Point in Camden, where they found As the rippling streams glide
In swirling Joy through the town.
Lewiston, accompanied by Miss Ma- |
the upper classmen and teachers Then off toward the wooded dell
rion Ludwick. who was returning to gathered. A hot dog roast preced Where turbulent waters dash
her studies in the Junior Class at ed an evening ot games and stunts. And swell o'er many a craggy girth
In Nature's rambling mass of earth.
Bates College.
About 70 were in the group.
Cumulus clouds go floating
Worthy Matron Mrs. Russell Through dreamy and fragrant air;
The social season of the Maine
The trees wave branches of tender
Staples and Worthy Patron Mr.
green
State Society of Washington. D. C.
Staples of Harbor Light Chapter As landscape changes everywhere.
opens next Sunday with a reception
O ES will act as candidates Wed Yes. Summer Is In the distant wake
and musicale at 1732 Massachusetts
Of sllver-rtmmed banks of clouds;
And roots arc planning gay Jamborees
avenue. N. E. Songs by Justin nesday night at Thomaston when Of
riotous colors In harmonics.
Laurie will be sung. Raymond B Grace Chapter will entertain as spe
cial guests Fon-du-Lac Chapter of Exquisite broken bits of shells
Payson of 1505 South Pollard street,
Where blrdlings cast them llghtly.
Arlington. Va., formerly of Rockport Washington. Members of Harbor Under the trees whose twigs abound
Light
desiring
to
attend
arc
asked
To shelter nests so sprightly
and Camden is chairman.
to meet at Rockport Post Office at Where'er you walk In golden glade
you tread so blithely.
7 p. m. as transportation will be Where'er
Remember twas Divine hand that laid
Ralph Cowan of Wiggin Institute furnished by Staples' bus.
And lavished these treasures benignly.
at East Boston Airport, spent the
K 8 F
Mrs. Fred Veazie of Rockland was
weekend at the home of his parents, guest Sunday at the home of Mr.
[Written for Summer]
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Cowan. He and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee.
had as guest David Brown, also of
Mrs. Maud Stahl of Brooklyn. N I
Wiggin Institute.
Y., is spending a vacation with her
GR AFHIC S
daughter. Mrs. Douglas Payson.
Miss Pearl Borgerson is attend
Mrs. Hattie Kenney, who has been
ing the American Legion Conven in Prospect for several months
tion in Boston.
has returned home. Mr. and Mrs
THEATRE
,
Cle! 2S11*
Kenneth Wentworth, who have been
Mrs. Marion Ccbb Fuller of the occupying her house during her ab
State Librat/ is visiting relatives sence. have returned to their home
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
and friends in the city this week.
on Pleasant street.
TWO DAYS ONLY
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas L. Payson 1
The Great Walt Disney
entertained at a dinner party Fri-I
Festival of Hits
If you have guests from out of day night in honor of Mrs. Payincluding
town they would be glad to have son's mother, Mrs Maud Stahl of j
their friends know they are Brooklyn. N. Y. Other guests pres- j
•SNOW WHITE AND
here, and the easy way of bring ent were Chief and Mrs. Allen F
THE SEVEN DWARFS”
ing that about Is a notice of thtir Payson, son Erroll and Lyndall Up- i
Four other prize winning
arrival in The Courier-Gazette's ton of Camden. Mrs. Angie Heal of j
j social column.
cartoons
Telephone to Belfast and Mrs. Adelbert Walker.
Miss Ruth Ward <1005-Wl or
Leonard Ames, who has employ
directly to this office, which is ment in North Haven, spent the
TONIGHT
! always glad to receive any news weekend with his family.
Big Bargain Night
items of local interest.
Ralph Wilson has returned to ’
'
“STREETS OF NEW YORK"
Criehaven after spending a few
JACKIE COOPER
days w’ith his family oa West street
Kenneth Ames of North Haven
H.. Mrs. Carrie Damon of Ipswich.
SHORT SUBJECTS DAY
Mass. and Miss Mary Bartlett of was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
BIG CASH NIGHT. $350
Leonard Ames.
South 'Hiomaston.
Re-register
for the new rash
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear attended last
The beautiful arrangements of
nights
gladioli and Fall flowers were in week the funeral of her youngest
brother, Eugene True. 81, in Hope.
charge of Miss Bartlett.

IN SOCIETY

ftftftft
HHTM.FY T. WTLLIAMB

Correspondent

ftftftft
Tel. 190

Mrs. Sadie Chaples. president of
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary, is at
tending the American Legion Con
vention this week. While there she
will be guest of her brother,
A N. Morse, in Allston. She ac
companied Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Fales of South Warren, also attend
ing the convention.
Mrs. Arthur Crawford has re
turned to Pittsfield after being guest
of Mrs. Josephine Stone several
days.
Capt. I. E. Archibald was the sur
prised guest of honor at a dinner
party Sunday at Aunt Lydia's Tav
ern. Waldoboro, the occasion mark
ing his 80th birthday. He was the
Jeannine Leach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach, 42 James street, Rockland, celebrated her
recipient of three birthday cakes seventh birthday by entertaining friends. Those present were: Front row. left to right. Charles Schofield, Aland numerous gifts and the after freda Perry, Mary Glendenning, Shirley Nelson. Sylvia Davis. Robert Burgess. Shirlev Dean, Sandra Perrv.
noon was spent most enjoyably. In Anne Whalen. Robert Gardner; second row. Janet Stone, Jacqueline Snow. Fred Anderson. Ann Ludwick.
the group were Irving Sawyer, Dr. Judith Campbell, Jeannine Leach ihostessi. Caroline Senter. Emery Howard. Sally Cameron: back row. John
and Mrs. Frank Martin and daugh Burgess. Alice Crie. Justin Cross, Dale Messer. Dale Knight. Nancy Leach, Manly Hart. Games were played
ter Priscilla of Worcester. Mass.. Mr. and refreshments served.
—Blackinton Photo.
and Mrs. Mank of Waldoboro. Capt.
and Mrs. James E. Creighton. Mr conducted by Miss Inez Ripley and Rita C Smith and Miss Margaret Sillery. Mrs. Butler and Mrs. Per
and Mrs. Hiram Libby, and Mrs. will operate lt at his newsstand.
G. Ruggles are co-chairman of this ron. This Circle received its fifth
gold seal on the honor certificate.
Archibald.
Capt. John W. Maloney's 81 years program.
Grace Chapter O.ES. will have
At a meeting of the Contract dub rolled away gently Saturday when
Mrs Allyne Peabody entertained
held Friday highest scores for the he entertained callers at his home ( at Tripoli Friday night for her its stated meeting Wednesday night
three tables were held by Mrs. J. 3 Thatcher street, in honor of 1 sister-in-law Mrs. Clyde Carter at 7.30. Tlie work will be exempli
Fred Overlock, Miss Lizzie Leven- that birthday. In addition to 1 and her niece Miss Frances Car fied and acting as candidates will
saler and Miss Harriet Dunn.
callers he received many cards, ter. The other guests were her be the Worthy Matron and Patron
Mrs. Winfield E Davis of South and of course there was the usual mother. Mrs. Carter. Mrs. Harriet of Harbor Light Chapter of Rock
port. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
Waldoboro is with her daughter Mrs birthday cake to be cut. A long Whitney, Mrs. Donald Whitney
Fon-du-lac Chapter of Washing
Vernon Achorn for the Winter. time ashore Capt. Maloney never and Mrs. Leila Smalley.
ton is invited, and Mrs. Marguerite
Elmer Achorn of Waldoboro was theless harks back to his seafar
Harry Stewart went Monday to Payson of that Chapter, who is
ing
days
when
he
commanded
the
also weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
attend the American Legion con
schooners Effie J Simmons. Silver vention in Boston and is staying Grand Adah of the Orand Chapter
Achorn.
of Maine, will be the honor guest.
Irving Sawyer is attending the Spray. Mary B Smith. Ella Pres with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowman ! Refreshments will be served at the
sey.
Eliza
Levensaler.
Fred
B.
Baj in Melrose.
National Legion Convention at Bos
! close of the meeting by Mrs. Leila
All Summer Garden Club mem- Smalley. Mrs. Dorothy Libby. Mrs.
ton, having accompanied Dr. and lano and Samuel Hart. Likes to
Mrs. Frank. Martin and daughter talk over the old days and the ad 1 bers have had Interesting and Doris Simmons and Mrs. Eleanor
Priscolla on return to Worcester ventures which befell his long sea beautiful flower arrangements in Clark.
experience.
I the Public Library each week Sat
after a weekend visit here.
Mrs. Francis Tillson is at Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Marcia and urday's flowers were striking; from Hospital and making good recovJohn Egerton, with guest. Harold
Mrs Percy Demmons a copper vase 1 ery from a minor operation.
daughter
Shirley
and
Mrs.
Kaler
Goss of New York, who has been
filled with glowing zinnias, set off
spending a vacation at Egerton of Winslow were guests Sunday of
by pompom marigolds in a minia
farm. Maplejuice Cove, has returned Mrs. Blanchard Orne.
The Federated Sunday School ture copper Jar; and a second
to New York.
will observe Rally Day next Sun ’ blooming of Mrs. Richard Elliot s
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald LaChance day morning, the several depart ’ white rugosa roses and the colorful
ftftftft
have returned home from two weeks’ ments meeting together in the rose hips were effective in a Finvisit in Millville, N. B.
JUNE COTT
large vestry at 9 45. All parents i nish copper coffee pot.
Gilman Silva returned to Med and interested friends are invited.
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary met
Correspondent
ford Hillside. Mass., yesterday after
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales are Friday. A cooked food sale is
ftftftft
a visit with Mrs. Harvey Lindsey leaving this morning for a vaca- j planned for early in October.
Tel. 71J
and Miss Martha Stone.
The Women's Mission Conference
I tion trip of several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams and
All who are interested will be of the Lincoln Baptist Church As
son Winfred, accompanied by Mrs. welcome at the open meeting of sociation was held Monday at the
Mrs. Laura Strang returned
Maynard Williams of Waldoboro the Garden Club at the Baptist Rockport Baptist Church. Attend Monday to Boston after visiting
and Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt of Au I vestry Friday at 7.30. After a pro ing from the Thomaston Circle friends in Town.
gusta, went yesterday to Boston to gram of music by the talented pu- ! were Mrs. Evelyn Perron. Mrs.
Mrs. Edward Davis and son
pass several days with friends while I pils of Mrs. Donald George, the Grace Andrews. Mrs. Lucy Sillery. James who have been visiting her
attending the American Legion Con I audience will be transported to I Mrs. Clara Sawyer. Mrs. Emma sister. Mrs. Jocelyn Christie for
vention.
gardens in America and Europe Wyllie. Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs. the past week, returned Sunday to
Mrs Leonie Robinson has re
Mrs. Alfred M Strout is a patient Abbie Shaw and Mrs. Letitia Star Port and.
turned heme after being employed at Knox Hospital for a tonsil op rett. Mrs. Perron was elected
Mrs. Raymond Mayhew has
at the Russell House, Christmas eration.
President And Mrs. Minnie New- joined Mr. Mayhew this week at
Cove, for the Summer.
' through the pictures shown by Miss l bert of Thomaston, prayer leader. Silver Beach. Cape Cod. Capt.
Alexander Donaldson has taken Mabel Spring of Rockland
A A playlet "Were Americans" was Mayhew will conclude his season's
over the lending library formerly silver collection will be taken. Miss I presented by Mrs. Andrews. Mrs. duties aboard the CE. Moses boat
and they will return home next
week.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Arthur Webster
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Merchant
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
T. Partridge in Winchester. Mass.,
while attending the American Le
gion Convention.
Edward Manning returned Mon
day to Bangor where he will be
gin his third year at the Theologi
cal Seminary.
Mr and Mrs. Christopher Longworth of Portland were weekend
| guests in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood en
tertained at dinner Sunday at
Green Gables. The guests were
Westinghouse, 5.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit ................... t #............. $ 79.50
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Mudgett
of Burnham. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Westinghouse, 4.5 cu. ft., 4 year guarantee on unit.......................................
69.50
Lauder of Pittsfield, Mrs. Fred
Kelvinator, 5 cu. ft., 6 months' guarantee on unit...............................................
39.50
Godwin and son. Frederick of Al
bion, Mrs. Laura Strang and Mr.
Kelvinator, 5 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit...............................................
34.50
and Mrs. Lloyd Sykes.
Fred Gillchrest ls on a week's va
Leonard, 5 cu. ft., 6 months’ guarantee on unit...............................................
64.50
cation from his duties at Boynton2 Buckeyes, 6 cu. ft., 6 months' guarantee on unit.................... $35.00 and $39.50
McKay's Drug Store.
Mrs Earl Brown of Eagle Island
Mayflower, 6 cu. ft., porcelain inside andout, 6 months guarantee...........
49.50
was guest Saturday of Mrs. Maud
Mohawk, 5 cu. ft., porcelain inside and out; 6 months’ guarantee ......
59.50
Porter.
Frank Morrow and H. D Wilkin
General Electric, 4 cu. ft., 1940 model, 4 years' guarantee on unit , t t
99.50
son of Beverly. Mass., have re
turned from a fishing trip to Lilly
Bay. Moosehead.
Miss Freda Burkett and Miss
Westinghouse, 3.5 heat units and thrift cooker, 1 year guar, (demon
Beda Emery were in Boston Sun
day.
strator only) ..........................................
84.50
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Richards
Installation
left Monday to attend the Legion
Convention in Boston.
2 Westinghouse, 4.4 heat units and thriftcookcr, 1 year guarantee
124.50
Raymond Snow of Fort Mon
Light in oven, glass lookin oven door, storage drawers, surface light.
mouth. N. J., has been visiting his
Hotpoint 3, 3 heat units, automatic oven, 6 months' guarantee
49.50
mother, Mrs. Mary Snow, for a few
Installation
days.
Miss Honey Dougherty is attend
Hotpoint 3, 2 heat units, thrift cooker; 6 months’ guarantee......................
89.50
ing the Fanny Farmer School in
Automatic oven, storage drawer.
Installation
Boston.

CAMDEN

RECONDITIONED APPLIANCES
at Prices You Cannot Afford to Miss

SEE THEM TODAY AT OUR THRIFT SHOP
IN THE THORNDIKE BLOCK

REFRIGERATORS

RANGES

General Electric, 1.5 heat, 2.3 heat units, thrift cooker, 1 year guarantee
Three storage drawers; a new range, never been used, $159.50 value.

99.50

Installation

29.50
25 00

Glenwood Black Iron Kitchen Heater with coil
Quality Gas and Coal Combination with coils

Plus Installation

WASHERS

29 50
7 95

3 Easy with Vacuum Cups and Damp Dryers
1 Sterro Portabb Washer (for small things) .

IRONERS

49 50
gg gQ

Easy, demonstrator, 64.95 value.............. ....................................................

Easy, automatic heat control, table top cover
Heat control switch, motor control switch, ail deluxe appointments, a $89.95 value.

CENT
POWEI^

AINE
OMPANY
•

115-117

Every-Other-Day

Greenlaw-Tibbetts
A pretty home wedding was
solemnized Saturday at 4 o'clock
at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Tibbetts when their daughter,
Winifred Mae. became the bride
of Albert E. Greenlaw, son of Al
fred Greenlaw of Deer Isle.
The bride, who was giveh in mar
riage by her father, wore an aqua
afternoon dress with black acces
sories with a shoulder bouquet of
gardenias. She was attended by
Miss Jennie Yates of Portland, who
wore a brown crepe afternoon dress
with corsage of orange zinnias.
Rev. Earl Greenlaw of Concord,
N. H.. brother of the groom, was
best man.
Rev. W. F. Brown performed the
double ring ceremony.
A reception followed the cere
mony. After a wedding trip Mr.
and Mrs. Greenlaw will make their
home in Boston.
Out of town guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew E. Parker of South
west Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. James
Greenlaw of Stonington. Rev. ard
Mrs. Earl Greenlaw pf Concord. N.

ROCKPORT

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.

Today and Wednesday

CHARLIE (HAN
AT THt

AX MUStU
with SIDNEY TOLER

THURSDAY

PIE R 13
- LYNN BARI • LLOYO NOLAN

IOAN VALERIE- DOUGLAS FOWLEY

HOC K L

A M O

>

Wednesday-Thursday
^HILAKIOUSi

COMIQUt

GEORGE MURPHY

BRENDA JOYCE

- ELSA MAIRfLl • MlSCMA AU(I
(NAIllE I'JMUS • ULFN IfiLAHT
Mai • lOSEKOOM • lerlan CKJtCW
rtmm PMttOtN
A 7O»h CeMocy • F»r P •<*,»•

TODAY
‘TACKY PARTNERS”
RONALD COLMANGINGER ROGERS

Strand

Effective Saturday, Sept. 28
Sundays.
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
2.00. 6.30, 8.30
Saturdays Not Continuous

floeKLAND Motorists Acclaim

TWO NEW HIGH RPR
GASOLINES!
.

Flash Facts on

■

(^SUPER-SHELL

Flash Facts on

^SHELL premium

• Higher in anti-knock? Yes! Try NEW SUPER SHELL on the

• Il its anti-knock performance improved? Yes! If your anti

steepest hill you can find. Try it on a-fast getaway in high. You
can feel the difference!

knock requirement is far above the average, NEW SHELL
PREMIUM will amaze you with its smooth, steady, knockless
power!

• Is NEW SUPER-SHELL quick starting? Got a stop watch? Step

on the starter. Your engine’s in action RIGHT NOW! And hold
onto your hat for the getaway. That’s how NEW SUPER -SHELL
works on starts and pick-ups!

• Quick starting? Like a flash! We know of no faster!
• Better mileage? Absolutely! Because NEW SHELL PREMIUM

• How about economy? NEW SUPER SHELL is made by Shell's
“balancing” process. It's balanced for peak performance in all
gears, at all speeds—balanced to cut the cost of Stop-and-Go.

is made fronj the cream of the crudes—balanced by Shell’s own
process—you can count on it giving you increased savings on
your costly Stop-and-Go.

• Does NEW SUPER-SHELL cost more to make? Yes—but

• What about price? Costs more to make, but costs you no more

costs you no more to BUY.

than the usual extra price.

’RPR (Road-Performance Rating) is the true measure
of a fuel’s performance in your car
It’s not what a gasoline does in the labora
tory but what it does in your car that counts.
The fuel that is high in laboratory rating
may show faulty behavior under road condi
tions. Shell engineers get the final answer
from automobiles on the road.

The final answer is the Road-Per
formance Rating.
The NEW SuperjShell and the NEW Shell
Premium have come through both labora
tory and RPR tests with flying colors. Week

after week they have proved themselves by
an amazing performance record in stock
cars of different makes—each has shown,
in its price class, the highest RPR in Shell
history: Starting. Warming up. Accelerating.
On the straightaway at high speed. “Loafing.”
Hill climbing. In heaviest Stop-and-Go traf
fic. In mileage tests. In “anti-knock” tests.
Such a high RPR is the result of Shell’s
“balancing” process. No one quality is em
phasized at the expense of another, there’s
no “robbing Peter to pay Paul.”

New DAY-and-NIGHT Emblem of Shell
SHARE-THE-ROAD Club now ready_
drive in-get yours FREE
x.lfj..
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Every-Other-Day
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder < Mary
Veazie i have returned from a hon
eymoon trip to the Moosehead Lake
region, and are occupying apart
ments at 81 Granite street, ln the
Ronco residence.

®SOC* ETY.

Mrs. Mervyn P. Harriman and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kalloch
and daughter, Carolyn Ann, are daughters Sandra and Carolyn
visiting this week at Worcester, returned Wednesday from New
York after a delightful visit with
Mass.
Mrs. Harriman's aunt at Floral
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Parsons, Park. L. I. They also were guests
who have been spending several of Mrs. Harriman's father in Jerdays with friends in this city have jsey City and visited the Worlds
returned to Massachusetts, and will Fair and Radio City.
go Oct. 4 to Salt Lake City, where
Miss M. Lucille David of West
Mr. Parsons is stationed with the
Scarboro is visiting Miss’ Helen
Coast Guard recruiting office.

Mrs. H. W. Thorndike has re Earle Coombs has returned to Vir
turned from the Bangor Osteopathic ginia to rejoin the U.S.S. Roper,
after a furlough spent with his aunt,
Hospital.
Mrs. W. I. Stanley. He also visited
Gerald Beverage went Sunday to Woodbury Snow at Metinic for a
New Haven, Conn., to resume his few days.
studies at Yale University.
Mrs.
Helen
Knowlton
and
National Committeeman and Mrs mother Mrs. Ida Patterson have
Hector G. Staples are in Boston, moved from Masonic street to the
attending the National Convention Munro house on Limerock street,
which they bought recently.
of the American Legicn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christoffersen
and Miss Katherine Veazie left
Sunday on a few days' trip through
Aroostook County and New Bruns
wick.

Mr. and Mrs. Brooks E. Bowden
of Rockland announce the engage
ment of their daughter, Beverly
Evelyn to Donald P Simmons, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Simmons
of Union.

Oldis. Grace street.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs.
Cook's mother, Mrs. Annie Plum
mer. accompanied by Mrs. Elmer
Dccrow, Sr. of Belfast, visited Sun
day Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Decrow,
Jr., in Bar Harbor.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps has re
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Smith.
ceived an invitation to attend Sept.
27 at 8 o'clock a reception honoring Beech street, went yesterday to
Mrs. Marguerite Duplisea. State Boston, to attend the American Le
'president, in the American Legion gion convention. /
Hall of Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G. Stone of
Visit I ucien K. Green & Son for Brooklyn, Lester Plummer, Rox
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for bury. Mass , and Miss Mabel Nash,
Dresses. Complete stocks always Malden, Mass., were in the city
on hand. New merchandise coming Thursday to attend the committal
in every day at moderate prices. services of the late Milton E. Plum
8ee them today. Odd Fellows Block, mer. whose death occurred in
School street, Rockland.
107-tf Madison. Conn., Sept. 8.

Mrs. Ralph O. Stone returned to
her heme in Brooklyn on Sunday,
after spending the week with rela
tives in Massachusetts. Saturday
she visited her niece, Miss Elizabeth
Plummer, who is a patient at Mass
achusetts General Hospital. Mrs.
Stone was greatly enthused over
the Y. M. H. A. building where her
brother, Lester Plummer, is em
ployed; securing many snapshots
and expressing surprise at the
cleanliness and wonderful upkeep
cf tlie entire estate. Having been
active in a great many gymnasiums
she is a very good judge. The
building was the mansion of the
late Hetty Green. It is an imposing structure, and here lt is that
2.500 persons spend 20.000 hours of
their spare time each week.

Mrs Mabel Rogers and daughter
Helen of Natick. Mass., left yester
day after spending two weeks' va
cation with Mrs. Abbie Richardson.
Spruce street, and at the McKusick
cottage, Cooper's Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of
Bangor and Castine were In the city
Saturday.
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis is having a
week's vacation from the office of
E. C. Moran Co..
MLss Shirley 8tanley of Gorham
Normal School spent the weekend
at her home here.

(More Personals on Page Six)

—

“It’s Downright Cheap
To Cook Electrically”

Complete

ELECTRIC COOKING
. ..at the Lowest Price Ever!
The
GENERAL-ELECTRIC

“AURORA”
ELECTRIC RANGE

$7050
Cash

•

Budget Plan:
• $5 DOWN' $2.40 Monthly
Electric Cooking, thought by some women to be too
expensive, is certainly now within the means of every*one. This history-making low price of $79,50 for a
big three-burner white porcelain range wtih automatic
oven temperature control, and the low monthly cost
($2 average family) of cooking with electricity cer
tainly proves this fact without question. See this new
General Electric range operate today and you'll mar
vel at its low-cost efficiency.

Look At These
5 Big Features
• CABINET TYPE

• FULL SIZED OVEN
THREE BURNERS

• WHITE PORCELAIN

The Average Cost to Cook

Electrically Is Only $2.00 Monthly

1• AUTOMATIC OVEN

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

I.

CENTR

1

POWE

AINE
MPAMY

OR YOUR LOCAL DEALER
Everyone

Is

Turning To

MODERN

Electric Cookery

Mrs.
Brooks
[Bowden
and
daughter Beverly. Miss Helene
Carnes Stephen Kirkpatrick and
Donald Simmons traveled to Ports
mouth, N. H„ Sunday to visit
Brooks Bowden, who is employed In
the Portsmouth Navy Yard.

Page Seven
MILLIKEN-YOUNG

Circle Suppers

Miss Marian Young, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Young of Lin
List Of Housekeepers Who
colnville, became the bride of Fred
Will Have Charge At the
Milliken, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Congregational Church
Milliken of Camden, Sunday noon
at the Baptist Church in Lincoln
The circle supper season at the
Mrs. Helen Heath, maid at the ville. Rev. Duncan Rogers, pastor,
, Congregational Church begins Oct.
Nurses Home is 111 at her home, 608 officiated at the double ring cere
' 16. These housekeepers have been
Main street and will be absent In mony. The bride was given in mar
assigned.
definitely.
riage by her father.
I Oct. 16—Mrs. Corwin Olds, chair The bride was gowned in white
| man, Mrs. Glen Lawrence, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harvey of satin with finger-tip veil of tulic
By K. 8. F.
Kennedy Crane, Mrs. Geo. Foster,
Newport. Vt., are guests of Mr. and gathered at the crown with white
Mrs. Everett Humphrey. Mrs. A W.
Mrs. W M Uttle.
chrysanthemums and carried a
Foss. Mrs. C. H. Duff, Mrs E. D.
.shower bouquet of white snapdrag
The area of Australia equals that Spear, Mrs. Charles Emery, Miss
Mrs. George Brown, guest of Alice ons and chrysanthemums.
of the United States, but the popu Flcra Fish, Mrs. J. E, Stevens, Mrs.
The bride was attended by her lation ls no more than that of New W. W. Spear.
M Spear. Old County read has re
turned to her cottage at Ingra sister. Mrs. Cedricc Halloway, ma Ycrk City. Do any predict that the
Oct. 30—A. C. Jones, chairman,
ham HUI.
tron of honor, and two bridesmaids. population will be greatly Increased
E J. Helller, B B Smith, H C.
Mrs. Robert Harvey and Mrs. after this dreadful War?
Chatto, Victor Ramsdell, E C.
• • • •
Browne Club will start its meet Charles Faulkingham.
Davis, Dr. A. W. Foss, Everett L.
ings for the year Friday evening
The best man was Carl Milliken,
Teacher: "If I cut a beefsteak ln
at the church with the following brother of the groom, and Gordon two. ihen cut the halves ln two then Spear, Alan L. Bird, C. A. Emery,
Kennedy Crane, Homer Robinson,
slate of officers: President, Lucy | Scruton and Robert Harvey acted as divide the pieces, what do I have?"
J. E. Bradstreet, Charles Merritt,
Rar.kin; vice president, Edith Bick- ushers.
Freshman: "Eighths."
Rev. Corwin Olds, L. A. Thurston,
nell; secretary. Thelma Russell;
The matron of honor wore blue
Teacher: "Try again;'
Louis B Cook, M. M Griffin,
treasurer, Katnie Keating; foreign taffeta with a pink veiling hat and
Freshman: "Sixteenths.”
Maurice F. Lovejoy. Fred Black,
Missions, Helen Knowlton. Helen carried a bouquet of pink carna
Teacher: "Again."
W. I. Ayer, Henry B Bird, W W.
Bray and Reitta Holden; home tions and snapdragons. The brides
Freshman: "Hamburger."
Spear, E K Leighton, C. H Duff.
missions, Ceetta Whitmore end Mil maids were gowned ln pink and
• • • •
J. C. Perry, H. A. Buffum, Carl
dred Crie; White Cross. Dorothy peach chiffon with veiled saucer
Buenos Aires. Argentina is can
Crie and Ruth Pendleton; call hats and carried bouquets of match celling driving licenses of motorists Snow. A. J. Bird. A. L. Orne. H. B.
Fales. John I. Snow, C. I. Burrows,
ing committee, Edith Bicknell: ing chrysanthemums.
who use their auto horns too freely. John O. Stevens, Lloyd Lawrence,
greeting card chairman, Ivy Hart.
• • • •
Mary Halloway and Joyce JackAlvin Ramsdell, J. E Stevens, Wil
son, nieces of the bride, were flower
Along
the
40
000 miles of coast liam Oraves, Fred Trecartin, Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Rawley girls. They were dressed ln white
line patroled by the United States Bonntag.
made a weekend motor trip to Bos taffeta.
Coast
Guard, there are about 9000
Nov. 13—Mrs. Henry Bird, chair
ton. accompanying Miss Louise
The bride's mother wore soldier
to aid navigation. man, Mis. H. F Hicks, Mrs. Carl
McIntosh on the first lap of her blue alpaca with matching acces lights of all kinds
• • • •
Sonntag, Harriett M Frost, MLss
vacation trip to Tennessee, and sories, and the mother of the groom
DoWhger Quern Marie once said Mabel M. Spear, Mrs. William
visiting relatives ln Cambridge.
was dressed in soldier blue crepe that fashion existed for women Oraves, Mrs. A J. Nichols, Mrs.
with matching accessories.
with no taste.
Horatio Cowan, Mrs. Daniel PaulMr. and Mrs. C. M. Andrews of
Mrs. Georgia Hall Morang sang
• • • •
itz, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs.
Rumford were weekend guests of
“
O
Promise
Me,"
accompanied
by
Mr and Mrs. E. d. Boody, at Cres
This might be good logic for po Elmo Crozier, Mrs. Erwin Spear.
Mrs. Duncan Rogers, who also litical speakers: "Use the three S's
Dec. 4— Miss Charlotte Buffum
cent Beach.
played for the wedding processional
—be sincere, be short and be seat and Mrs. Clarence Munsey, coMiss Jeannine Leach celebrated and recessional
ed." Use honest logic, talk leader chairmen, Mrs John O Stevens,
A reception at the bride’s home ship and do not overload your list Mrs. A. C. Jones. Mrs. John Pom
‘ her seventh birthday anniversary
eroy, Mrs. Neil Fogg. Mrs. Fred
Friday afternoon by entertaining Immediately followed the ceremony. eners with labored litter.
• • • •
friends after school, at the home of Those In charge of refreshments and
Trecartin, Mrs. Charles Rose. Mrs.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence guest book were Mrs. Frank Hard
‘The truest test of civilization Ls Russell Bartlett, Mrs. Fred Black,
Leach Prizes in games were won ing, Mrs. Bernard Knight. Mrs not the census, nor the size of cities, I Mrs L'oyd Lawrence. Mrs. Joseph
by Miss Sylvia Davis and Miss Kenneth Weymouth, Mrs. R. Scott nor the crops; no. but the kind of Emery. Mrs. F F. Lovejoy
Jan. 15—Mrs. Carl F. Snow,
Janet Stone. Birthday cake and Knight, Mrs. Cranston Dean, Mrs man the country turns out.
• • • •
chairman. Mrs C F. Joy, Mrs.
ice cream were served, and the hos Clayton Parker Mrs Flora Jacktess was the recipient of gifts. Oth  son and Mrs. Shirley Barbour.
A Latin proverb says: "Fashion Archie Bowley, Mrs Donald Kel
The church and home were at is more powerful than any tyrant." sey. Mrs. Ralph A Smith, Mrs.
er guests were Alice Crie, Mary Jean
• • • •
Glendenning Judith Campbell. Sally tractively decorated with baskets of
Alden Johnston, Mrs. Murray
Cameron. Ann Ludwig. Shirley Nel fall flofters.
If temperance prevails, then edu Whalen, Mrs. Rhama Philbrick,
Mr. and Mrs. Milliken left In the cation can prevail. If temperance Mrs. Esther Howard, Mrs, Eugene
son. Marie Whalen, Caroline Senter, Nancy Leach, Sandra Perry. late afternoon for Holyoke, Mass.. fails, then education must fail. Thus Lamb. Mrs. Vance Norton. Mis.
Dale Messer. Dorothy Green. Jackie (w'lere they will reside
Harold Leach.
reasoned Horace Mann.
• • • •
Mrs. Milliken was graduated from
Snow. Justin Cross. Robert Gard
Jan. 29—Mrs. Arthur L. Orne,
Mary Plckford "America's Sweet chairman, Mrs L. A. Thurston,
ner Emery Howard. Manley Hart, Camden High School and FarmingFrederic Anderson. Dale Knight. ton Normal School, and has taught heart" in the days of the silent Mrs E K Leighton. Mrs Nettie B.
Charles Schofield, John Burgess and In the public schools of Lincolnville, films ls now doing her bit for her Frost, Miss Anne Blacklngton. Mrs.
country and ls campaigning for Eva Sleeper. Mrs Ensign Otis, Mrs.
Robert Burgess, Carleen Snow of Livermore Falls and Mars HUI.
Mr. Milliken also attended Cam Wendell WUlkie.
Fairfield, Elaine Robbir.s of Union,
B. B. Smith. Mrs. W. I. Ayer. Mrs.
• • • •
Lynn Tibbetts of Houlton and Da den High School and Philadelphia
Henry Chatto. Mrs. Alan L. Bird,
I find a clipping once in a while Mrs. G. M Derry.
vid Scarlott were unable to attend. Textile School, graduating from the
latter ln June. He ls now employed signed “Fuller" and the spirit of It
Pictures were taken.
Feb. 12—Mrs. Jerome Burrows
as government Inspector of textiles seems so much like the line of and Mrs. Alan Murray, co-chair
Perfect weather and the hospi in Holyoke.
thought that filled the mind of W. men. Mrs Joseph Blaisdell, Mrs.
tality of Principal and Mrs. Blais
O that If it isn't his. it's enough ; Harris Cram. Mrs Albert Havener,
Mr and Mrs. Gershom B Rol like hts for me to claim tt. Thus Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mrs. Kendell and family made the annual
get-together of the faculty members lins ln company with Mr and Mrs. he writes: "Try to be happy ln neth Spear. Mrs Frank Marsh,
of Senior and Junior High School, Fred Adams and Seth Adams of Ar every present moment, and not put 1 Mrs. John G Snow, Mrs Carl
with their families and friends, at gyle, are on a week's trip, several i off being so for a time to come, Moi an. Mrs. David Beach, Mrs.
Sidney. Sunday, a particualriy days to be spent at The World's as though that time should be of Chauncey Keene.
pleasant event. After partaking of Fair. Friends and relatives In Con another make than this, which ls
Feb. 26—Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper,
a bountiful chicken dinner, the necticut will be visited enroute.
already come and ls ours.”
chairman.
Mrs. Frederick Bird,
• • • •
crowd gathered on the spacious
Mrs. Robert Allen, Miss Marlon
Mrs.
E.
C.
Moran.
Jr.
entertained
At Killorglen. County Kerry. Ginn, Mrs. Maurice Harvey. Mrs.
lawn to enjoy the last day of Sum
mer Those present were Mr. and the members of the Scribblers' Club Ireland, a goat is crowned king Theodore Bird. Mrs. Earl Ocwell,
Mrs. Crosby Ludwick. Miss Jean at a buffet lunch. Monday, at her during a fair each year, commemo Mrs. Earl Perry Mrs. Seymour
Twelve rating an* ancient day when a Cameron, Mrs E. L. Scarlott, Miss
nette Stahl. Mr. and Mrs Joseph Chestnut street home.
Robinson. Miss Relief Nichols, Mrs. members and two guests were pres goat's bleating warned the village Virginia. Connon, Mrs. Fred OatRuth Spear. MLss Ida Hughes. Miss ent. Members attending were Mrs. of an approaching army.
combe.
• • a •
Mary Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Forest Leah Fuller, Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy.
March 12—Eugene Lamb, chair
Those
beautiful
hooked
rugs
that
Grafton, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nutter, Mrs Edna Dwinal Mrs Sarah Mc
man, Earl Perry. David Beach.
recently ln Union
Ralph Hanson, William Whiting, Cullagh. Mrs. Betty Foxwell, Mrs. were on display___
..
..
Alan Murray, Cleveland Sleeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lord, and son Jessie Carswell, Mrs. Alice Karl, tn.,
_
_____
'__
_
Augustus Huntley, Ralph A Smith,
that
these
women
have
worked
MLss
Relief
Nichols,
Mrs.
OrLssa
William. Mr. and Mrs Donald
Albert Havener, John O. Snow,
Matheson^ Mrs. Cleo Hopkins. Mr Merritt, Mrs. Edna McKinley, Mrs. hard to copy and ln most cases Im Fred Gatcombe, Dr. Neil Fogg. Carl
The guests proved on because of the ability Moran, Clarenre Joy, Harold Karl,
and Mrs. Arnold Rogers, Miss Mar Blanche Ellsworth.
jorie Wood. Mbs Marguerite de- were Miss Church and Miss Dawes to get more lovely shades to use Clarence Munsey, Frederick Bird,
Rochemont, Miss Mary Lawry. Miss cf Washington, D. C. "Feature Ar today than when some and possibly Irwin Spear, Elmo Crozier, Jcseph
Mary Haskell Miss Sereen Nottage, ticle Writer," was the subject of most rug makers had to make their Blal'dell, Everett Humphrey, Chas.
Miss Margaret Kneeland. and Mr. the round table discussion. Tlie own dyes. Rockland Is very proud Rose. Donald Cummings, Dr. Fmery
and Mrs. Daniel Chick, and son next meeting will be Oct. 14 at the of the work shown and interest ln Howard, Joseph Emery, Frank
this great, gentle art that Is doing
home of Mrs. Sarah McCullagh.
Carleton of Bangor.
Marsh. Dr. E. L. Scarlott. Archie
much to encourage artistic culture.
Bcwley, Francis Orne, Theodore
• « a a
| Bird, Ernest Keywood, John PomIt’s As Simple As That:
If you were walking down the <‘rOy
Vance Nor
street with a friend, who suddenly 'on' Murray Whalen. Dr. Wesley
was attacked by thugs, what would
Burrows. Bery0U do?
J tram White, John Trott, Horatio
Would you say, "Tills Is none of Co*anMarch 26- Mrs. Edwin Edwards,
421 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
my business, and. If I don't Inter
fere. perhaps the highwaymen will chairman. Miss Ada Young. Mrs.
be satisfied when they have beaten J. E Bradstreet. Mrs. Victor Ratnsmy friend to death andztaken his dell. Mrs. Philip Howard, Mrs. John
belongings, and will let me alone?" I. Snow. Mrs. Charles Merritt. M ss
Chatto,
Miss
Relief
Or would you say, "This man is Frances
my friend, and, at the moment, Nichols, Miss Mary Harriman, Miss
our Interests are the same
It R"»h Peterson. Mrs Clarence Barnseetns ridiculous to suppose that. Iard' Mrs. Everett L. Spear
having disposed of him, these rob- I April 9 Mrs Harold Karl, cham
bers are going to pass up my wal- man' Mrs. Milton Oriffln, Mrs. E. J.
let. which ls fatter than his, and Wt,Mer’ Mrs
D87*8- Mrs
As identical in design as the costumes of a chorus, yet each
my watch, which ls worth more I Homer Robinson. Mrs. A J Bird,
of the six foundations is properly proportioned for a different
don't want to fight, but. if I must, 1 M"‘8 Alena Young. Mrs Elizabeth
it's certainly better to help him Hahn. Mrs Louis B Cock. Mrs.
figure type. Plain and Power elastic batiste, with
and have his help, than to wait I Harold Connon, Mrs. Bertram
a decorative uplift lace top. Model 4825A to F
I until he's finished and then fight |
Mrs. Harold Greene,
alone. It's possible that. If I hand | April 23—Mrs. Walter Anderson
inclusive.
1 him the gun ln my back pocket. I and Mrs Walter Barstow, co-chairmen, Mrs. Robert Seliger, Mrs. Cur
may not have to fight at all?"
To me, the questidh of aiding tis Goodwin, Mrs. Alton Higgins,
the Allies Is as simple as that.— Mrs. Lucien Dean. Mrs. John RossChanning Pollock ln the Los nagel, Mis. Charles Lowe, Mrs.
Wesley Wasgatt, Mrs. John Trott,
Angeles Times.
• • ♦ •
Mrs. Ralph Post, Mrs. Harold BergThey have hung a mirror In the ren, Miss Irja Hill, Mrs. Charles
cloak room of the British House of Jarrett, MLss Aune Hill.
Commons giving women members a
Edwin Libby Relief Corps has
chance to duck votes with the old
paint-and-powder dodge. Now they very important business to be dis
have to dodge more powder than cussed Thursday night at the regu
lar meeting. A final rehearsal will
paint.
• • • •
take place for the Inspection. Oct.
Being pure carbon, diamonds 3. All officers are asked to be
have been heated in a crucible present.
with pure iron to prove that steel
Is an alloy of carbon and Iron.
• • • •
Did you realize that the average
bacteria is about 1-25.000 of an Inch Amazing new white
In diameter?
cosmetic cream• * • •
painless, economic
There is a D.A.R. Boys Club in al, easy and pleasant
Michigan and this National Club to use. Not irritating
was having a convention in Boston. to normal, healthy
NAIR removes
The Michigan boy had no money skin.
hair and fuzz close
and no way to get to Boston but to skin. No bad odor
his bike, so he made a stream- — leaves skin solt,
1 lined trailer for his bed and clothes viean, fragrant.
and luncheons. He was 12 days
enroute and covered 1200 miles.
That is real American spirit,

This And That

MANSFIELD’S

Alike, Yet Not Alike............
Here’s the story of the

GOSSARD SEXTETTE

Odorless Hair Remover

ht,

inf GO#ARD

X- NAIR
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Every-Other-Day

you have) and what special train claim must be accompanied by a
supporting affidavit.)
ing have you had?
nuui jjcticiiLb are naiurauzea,
12. Wiry cannot any one or more
13. To what country do you owe
14. Have you ever been convic
of your relatives, or some other allegiance?
ted of a crime?
*
Questions They Will Be
person, continue your farm opera
(If you are not a citizen of the
15. Do you claim deferred classi
Obliged To Answer
tions during your absence?
United States you will be asked fication? if so, on which of the
"Persons employed In agricultural various other questions concerning following grounds: physical con
Are you a patient of an asylum?
pursuits may claim deferred status, the country in which you formerly dition,
dependency, occupation,
What is your income? How is your but the questionnaire covering this
resided whether you have taken out alien status, or moral unfitness.
wife’s health? Are you a licensed
marine pilot? Do you have a hobbp ?
Are you in jail?
These and 100 or so other ques
(By Oliver R. Hamlin'
tions will be asked of the 16.500.000
men of 21 through 35 who will be
Commander Brickley opened the '
required to register for military
meeting of Huntley-Hill Post with
j service on Oct. 16
15. members present and all the
Although the questionnaire has
officers’ chairs filled at the regu
not been drafted ln final form, the
lar meeting (Friday night. There
war department says it will follow
were visiting Comrades from the
closely the pattern of a sample
Randall Collins Past of Belfast.
questionnaire prepared some time
Comrade McKusick was elected to
' ago for use in case of war. Tire
the office of chaplain to fill the term
sample states flatly that the “na
<■' '■'•mrade BoynCbn, who is em-I
tion is at war and every registrant
ployed at Bath.
• • • •
is thus put on notice to know his
position and duty." Since this is
The Post and Auxiliary enjoyed a
do be a peace-time draft, the war
picnic Sunday at Comrade Fred
department says the “nation-atYoung's farm in Friendship. There
war" phrase will be eliminated.
were members from both the Aux- •
Present plans call for distrlbuiliaries and Posts of Bath. Friend- |
! tlon of the questionnaires soon
ship and Rockland A grand time
after registration day and for their
was enjoyed.
•eturn within flve days. On the
• • • •
oasis of the replies, the local selecHuntley-Hill Post is to hold a
ive service boards will determine
meeting Thursday night at 8 to
the classification of registrants.
form a Home Defense Corps for
Some will be deferred and others
Rockland to take over the duties of
will be marked as eligible for im
the C.A.C. to protect our city and
Three Headquarter-. Battery. 2d Battalion, non-eommissioned officers. Ix-ft to right. Staff Sergeant (Radio. mediate service.
country, if need be; also to work in
Some of the sample questions
Albert Cassidy. Staff Sergeant (Sergeant Major) Clayton Stewart, Sergeant Archie Chase.
the interest of Americanism and to
follow:
report all un-American activities
men. rolled up to the fort gates.. struc ted. other units temporarily
(Continued from Page One)
1. Have you any physical de
which take place in our city. All said:
while the Quartermaster Depart- assigned to Forts Williams and Mo fect?
Mink or Sable
ex-service men who have been hon
2. Are you single, married, wid
“The final stage of the transfor ment's harbor steamers tied uo at Klnley. will be transferred to LevPortland Pier and at the Coast ett.
orably discharged from the Army.
Blend Muskrat
owed or divorced?
mation from National Guardsmen
Guard's depot on the South Port“First arrivals at Fort WilliamNavy. Marine Corps. National Guard
3. In what calling, if arty, ls
and Coast Guard are asked to vol- *nto regulars of the U S. Army land shore to transport the units were the searchlight battery from your wife trained or skilled?
unteer for service in this Corps. A was reached Monday by Maine's I to thfeir new posts.
South Portland and Saco's battery
4 State your total income from
“Down the harbor to Fort Mc i "Batteries E of Rockland and F all sources during the last 12
program will be outlined for this 240th Coast Artillery as its mem
Corps in due time. Now, ex-service bers moved by water, rail, and Kinley went Battery D of Bath, of Thomaston made the long trek months.
men. is your chance, and a duty truck into four coastal defense for- while Brunswick s Battery G was to Portland from their distant
5. Do you or any of your fam
the lone battery assigned to Fort j home armories by special train.
for you here at home awaits you. tifleations.
ily or dependents own the house
The meeting to organize will be
“Taking over the task of guard- Preble.
"Trucks from the 103d Infantry in which you live?
"Portland's Battery C was quar- ; and the National Guard's QuarterThursday night at the VFW. hall, lng this section, the recently in6. What is your usual occupa
Water street at 8 all ex-service ducted soldiers moved into Forts tered at Fort Levett where the master Corps were pressed into tion?
men are asked to Join up.
Williams. McKinley. Preble and largest of the big coast defense service to augment the rolling
7. Are there any other things
....
Levett for a year of Federal service. rifles, which the local men have equipment of the regiment in or- (including hobbies, that you do
Alfred F. Fredette of Owls Head
"Fleets of trucks, loaded with been trained to handle, are situated. <ler to facilitate the moving of the well?
was voted to membership in the
as well as un,formed After new cantonments are con- troops to their new posts.
8 Of what well-recognized re
ligious sect or organization op
Post, and will take his obligation at
posed to war are you a member?
a future meeting.
most prominent settlers; stale how SWANS ISLAND
• • • •
9 From what port do you regu
they lived during the first few j jjrs Arthur Robinson of Portlarly sail < If a licensed marine
Comrade Floyd Preble of Bath was
years.
Later settlements. Final iland is with her mother. Mrs. Rosie pilot,.
a visitor in Rockland Bunday, at
Mrs. Blodgett. State
formation of locality.
| Scott.
10. Are you now authorized to
Just
tending the picnic at Friendship.
Name the 10 greatest men the
D. A. R. Historian. Tells
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge preach or promulgate the doctrines
One
of
State has produced, giving a spent Sunday with relatives in At of your religion? (This section ap
See Our Large Ad Thursday’s Paper
Of Historical
There is to be organized in the |
_____ Research
sketch of each to prove why he is lantic.
the
plies to ministers who Intend to
near future a new Post of V.F.W at
The State Historian and Chairman considered one of the first 10. The
Mrs Andrew Smith recently visi claim deferred classification).
Many
Boothbay Harbor.
of Historical Research for Maine same in regard to the 10 greatest ted her daughter. Mrs. Franklin
11. How many years have you
* * * *
D A R Mrs H P Blodgett of women. Sketches of these people Wood, in Rockland.
been engaged in agriculture (if
If there are veterans or groups of Rockland, outlines the purposes of should trace by inheritance, en
Mrs. Judson Smith recently
vironment and training the char passed a week in Rockland.
veterans who would like to organ- her office as follows:
Mrs. Bert Mouiden of Massachu-!
ize a Post of VFW. in their town
The Historical Research Cotn- acteristics that made them out
■etts is with her mother. Mrs. Flora
or city they can do so by seeing or mittee work of the National So- standing.
The eminent historian of Wash- Smith for a few days.
writing Oliver Hamlin. South Thom- ciety D A.R. is unique in one reWomen who suffer painful. Irregu
aston To organize a Post there Spect—it is the only one whose ington. D. C.. Lewis Barrington,
Katherine White, oldest daughlar periods with nervous, moody
must be ten applications for mem- ■ work is based wholly upon the will soon have published a book ■er of Mr and Mrs Nelson White
spells due to functional cause
bership with Overseas service and first object for which the Society entitled: “Historic Restorations of s in Bar Harbor Hospital for j should find Lydia B. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound stmply mar
Friendliest, most economical payment ar
the sum of $25. Now is the time to was founded Oct. 11. 1890 “To per- the National Society D.A.R. this treatment.
velous to relieve such distress.
rangement in New England!
You choose
Plnkham's Compound ls made espeorganize to form a Home Defense petuate the memory and spirit of will be ready for the Golden Jubi
your own way of paying!
dally
to
help
such
weak,
tired
wom

lee.
Oct.
11.
This
man
has
visited
Corps of Veterans for your town or the men and women who achieved
England had trade guilds, fore
en to go smiling thru difficult days.
Over MOOO.OOO women have reported
city. The Overseas veteran will not American Independence by the ac over 200 homes and placed 240 on runners of the trade unions of to
remarkable beneflts WELL WORTH
quisition and protection of histori ' his list: houses are in every class day. as early as the seventh cen
fail to do hls part in time of need.
TRYINOI Any drugstore.
• • • •
of
building
—
town
houses.
State
tury.
cal spots, and the erection of mon
Huntley-Hill Post wants to at this uments; by the encouragement of j Houses. Colleges and Churches.
There is just as much work along
time thank The Courier-Oazette for historical research in relation to
the space given to the veterans in the Revolution and the publication I these lines in Maine as the D A R.
the paper each week. I hear from of its results: by the preservation members and their friends can enveterans from all over the State who of documents and relics, and of ' vision and accomplish before April
read the^e articles with interest.
the records of the individual serv- 1941. in order to make the present
• • • •
ices of Revolutionary soldiers and admin sti ation a vital one in the
Comrade Charles HUI. chairman Patriots and by the promotion of history of Maine D.A.R.
Each Chapter, and there are 38
of beano, reports that the games are celebrations of all patriotic anni! in our State, is asked to sponsor an
going flne and the Post is receiving I veLsar,'s.u
., _
.
*a profit
„* each
. game.
__
-rv,*
Could the noble Founders of the historic#1 program, making us« cf
The commit- _,....
“ee appointed by Hill for next Wed- Society but view the progress of I the 3’orv of the Founding of our
nesday night comprises George 50 years of concentrated effort up- Society. Splendid papers have
on
Historical
Research their I been written on the lives of the
Young, James Warren, Vernon
four Founders and of each Presi
hearts would abound with joy.
Giles. John Williams. Alfred Brick
There are many Revolutionary dent General of the National Soley, Percy McKusick, Laurence
Soldiers' Graves to be marked. I ciety D.A.R. Thes’ may be ob
Hamlin. Ralph Cline and
There are many historic houses to tained from the Filing and Lend
Leonard. Committee to report at
secured
,ehabUltated by ing Bureau. Washington, D C.
In doing the above we will carry
® P- ,n
....
Chapter or state organizations
. Last year the D A.R.'s secured 12 out the injunction of Washington
Monday the C.A.C. Ba en o npw historic houses which are in in his farewell address to the
Rockland left for Portland for one- [
process of b»mg restored. They American people, “to promote, as
year's service in the National Gov- QWn
va> led at approxi- an object of primary importance,
New 1941 Plymouth—New Styling—New
ernment’s Defense Program n ,ls rnately $233,000.
Institutions for the general diffu
same thing happened 23 years ago j There are many orjginai manu. sion of knowledge," thus develop
last July when the Milliken Regi- |
t0 be found ln c<ark attics, ing an enlightened public opinion,
High-Torque Performance—New
ment organized in Brunswick for There are Q[d Trails to be located, and affording to young and old
duty Overseas. Rockland sent many and aid given to local historical such advantages as shall develop
Powermatic Shifting—Fashion-Tone Interior
men of Battery F to Brunswick by societies; and many a Pioneer story ln them the largest capacity for
train one Monday morning 23 years to be recorded before the last gen performing the duties of American
ago, just as they did Monday. Sept eration passes on.
citizens." This is the Second Ob
_19 GREAT ADVANCEMENTS FOR 1941!
23. The members of old Battery F
We are interested to collect and ject of our Society.
ln Rockland will recall that morning preserve m the new air-conditioned
Maude Blodgett. State Historian.
July 26. 1917. when they left the old Documents Room in Memorial Con- Maine D.AR.
Rockland depot for Bowdoin Col- tinentai Hall. Washington. D. C„
Reference books;
lege, to mobilize for service in j rare documents or original manuThe Maine Book by Henry DunFrance. The heat on that day was s^p^ first prints, source ma- nack. (1920).
near the 100-mark as the regiment terial—preferably of the 18th cenSprague's Journal of Maine has
lined up by the depot platform to | tury or earlier. Manuscripts bear- Special articles.
march to the camp The boys in ; lng dates before 1820 will be tenBrief Biographies. (1926).
the Maine Milliken Regiment were tattvely accepted; later qualified I A Biographical Dictionary of
in the service nearly three years. experts will examine all and choose i Who's Who in Maine.
BIG 117
More can be said about this old those worthy of a place on file.
Maine: Resources, Attractions &
Milliken Regiment, but it makes us
We ate desirous of sponsoring Its People, H. B. Coe.
think when 23 years later it is done the study of History in relation to j Histories of Maine: By William
all over again and in the same way present day government problems, i son; Sullivan; Sewall; Abbott;
DRIVE THE POWERMATIC WAV-van!
reductions in driving effort — elimination of
and almost for the same cause.
in the schools, and to create his Burrage; Holmes; Hatch.
Documentary History of Maine,
certain shifting motions in normal driving.
tory reading groups among mem
bers and friends, using historical by Baxter.
NORTH HAVEN
The State Library has more than
or regional novels and biographies
,
, ^-PRICED
__
I’our-Score and Five
ook at tlie style, size, luxury of this
for increasing interest ln Ameri- 250 Town Histories.
One of this community's oldest : can history. These groups should
Maine Indians: Sylvester's Indian
.J grand new 1941 Plymouth!
and most beloved citizens. Theo- ■ be Qj a soc[aj nature without for- Wars of N. E. vol. 3; Varney"s.Brief
Performance
is stepped up 4 ways...in
dore Cooper, observed his 85th | maj organization. Lists of books on History of Maine; John Jocelyn's
creased horsepower and torque...new
birthday recently. In hls honor a tbe various periods of American two voyages
. _ to N. E.; Leland's Alfew friends and neighbors gathered i history on 0]jj giass, antique fur- , gonquin Legends of N E ;Abby Altransmission and axle ratios. There's a
at the home of Lester Greenlaw mture. or regional fiction may be ger's, “Indian Tents"; Nicolar's
new Fashion-Tone Interior...a new Oil
where games of "63 . Chinese secured from local libraries. Groups The Red Man (Printed not pubBath Air Cleaner...new Engine Bearings
checkers and "cootie” were enjoyed, should adopt the idea of one mem- lished. Bangor, 1893); Hubbard's
... 19big advancements. See your nearby
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. ber giving a resume of a historical The Maine Woods and Lakes; Wm.
Plymouth dealer. Plymouth Division of
Maynard Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs. book, while the others work on F. Ganong, authority on Indian
Chrysler Corporation.
Lester Greenlaw. Mrs Holbrook,
cross refugee garments.
place names; Report of Peabody
Zenas Burges and Miss Louise PhilThere are splendid sources for Museum of Archaelolgy; Journal
Major Bowes’ Hour,C.B.S.,Thurff.,9-10 P.M., E.D.S.T.
.brook.
! study of the work of this commit- of American Folk-lore; ChamberSee lhe New 1911 Plymouth Commercial Cars!
Mr. Cooper remarked that al- I tee. The Blue D.A.R. Handbook. Iain's. Maliseet Vocabulary, etc.;
though he and Lester Greenlaw ancj the National Historical Maga- Rale's, Indian Dictionary; Publica★ New counterbalanced trunk lid—goes
lcst seven straight games of "63 zinc (latter Is ln our local Library), j tions of the Maine Historical So
ng or down easily al a touch.
to Mr. Burgess and Maynard : Tlie following suggestions were j ciety; Dunnacks, The Maine Book;
Greenlaw, he is certain his team made for Chapter work for pre- I Williamson's. History of Maine.
★ New SAFETY RIMS ON WHEELS to prevent
’’throwing" of tire in raseofa blowout.
will give them "a trimming" next ! ervation oi our country's history |
-----------------year, for he intends to be well prac and for Chapter celebrations:
Indians taught the Pilgrims how
★ IllC 6-INCII TIRES and Metal Spring Covers
tised for the next contest.
J Papers on the formation of our (o make succotash. They, ln turn,
WA’.
standard eqiii|...... -nt on all models.
Two attractively decorated birth I State, in the locality of each Chap freze the succotash and chopped
off
a
hunk
when
needed.
day cakes were presented to Mr. ter. When. By whom. Tlie first
Cooper along with several other settlers, where they came from;
Tlie Indians of Mexico use nearly
gifts.
Refreshments were served time it took them to arrive; the
by the hostess, Mrs. Greenlaw
hardships experienced. Sketch the 100 distinct languages and dialects.

Men Of Draft Age

They're In The Army Nou)

CUTLER’S

ROCKLAND

Thursday and Friday, Sept 26 and 27

2

DAY SALE
Scott Super=Bilt

COATS

Investment Opportunity!
Hundreds of New

1940-41 Fur Fashions!

VALUESTHATPROVE WHY

MORE NEW ENGLAND

WOMEN BUY SCOTT FUR

COATS THAN ANY OTHERS!

Gives Fine Report

Enjoy the Convenience of
THE FAMOUS SCOTT
UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN

FEMALE PAINi

Here's the“Ond
for 41
wheelbase

I
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